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Symbols and abbreviations

γ

Channel length dependent factor

Δf

Frequency change

εi

Unit current error

ΣΔ

Sigma-delta

σΔβ

Transistor β factor variance

σΔV th

Threshold voltage variance

σId

Drain current variance

φ

Phase mismatch

ωBB

Angular baseband signal frequency

ωLO

Angular local oscillator frequency

AV

Voltage gain

AV th ,Aβ

Technology related matching parameters

bn

Bit-n of a digital word

D

Duty cycle

f0

Cut-off frequency

fclk

Clock frequency

fduplex

Duplex separation frequency

fsample

Sampling frequency

fsignal

Signal frequency

ft

Unity-gain frequency

G

Gain mismatch

gm

Transconductance

H(f )

Transfer function

Id

Drain current

IM SBi

MSB unit current with random mismatch

IM SBi0

MSB unit current without deviation

inoise,th

Thermal noise current

k

Boltzmann’s constant
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Symbols and abbreviations

L

Transistor Length

Lins

Insertion loss

LSAW

Duplexer isolation

NF

Noise ﬁgure

Ndes

Receiver desensitization

NIN

Receiver input noise

NT H

Thermal noise

NT X2RX

Transmitter noise at the input of the receiver

Nq

Quantization noise

PLO

LO frequency power

Psignal

Signal power

PT X

Transmitter power

Punwanted

Suppressed sideband power

RL

Load resistance

Ron

On-resistance

T

Absolute temperature

Vctrl

Control voltage

Vgs

Gate-source voltage

Vout

Output voltage

Vpp

Peak-to-peak voltage

VT

Threshold voltage

W

Transistor width

Xrand

Random number

Z0

Output impedance

2G

Second generation

3G

Third generation

3GPP

Third generation partnership project

8PSK

Eight phase shift keying

ABB

Analog baseband

AC

Alternate current

ACPR

Adjacent channel power ratio

ADC

Analog-to-digital converter

AM

Amplitude modulation

BER

Bit-error rate

BiCMOS

Bipolar complementary metal oxide semiconductor

BT

Bluetooth

CIM3

Counter intermodulation

CMOS

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor
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Symbols and abbreviations

CW

Continuous wave

D/A

Digital/Analog

DAC

Digital-to-analog converter

DC

Direct current

DCO

Digitally controlled oscillator

DDRM

Direct-Digital RF-Modulator

DFE

Digital front-end

DNL

Differential nonlinearity

DRFC

Digital-to-RF converter

EDGE

Enhance data rate for GSM evolution

ENOB

Effective number of bits

ESD

Electrostatic discharge

EVM

Error vector magnitude

FDD

Frequency division duplexing

FIR

Finite impulse ratio

GBW

Gain bandwidth

GMSK

Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying

GPS

Global Positioning system

GSM

Global system for mobile communications

HPSK

Hybrid phase shift keying

I and Q

In-phase and quadrature

I/O

Input/Output

IF

Intermediate frequency

IIR

Inﬁnite impulse response

IM3

third order intermodulation

INL

Integral nonlinearity

InP

Indium phosphide

IRR

Image rejection ratio

LO

Local oscillator

LSB

Least signiﬁcant bit

LTE

Long term evolution

MSB

Most signiﬁcant bit

MSPS

Mega samples per second

NMOS

N-channel metal oxide semiconductor transistor

OFDM

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

PA

Power ampliﬁer

PAR

Peak-to-average ratio

PCB

Printed circuit board
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PM

Phase modulation

PMOS

P-channel metal oxide semiconductor transistor

PVT

Process-Voltage-Temperature

PWM

Pulse width modulation

QAM

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QFN

Quad ﬂat no-lead

QPSK

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

RAM

Random access memory

RBW

Resolution bandwidth

RF

Radio frequency

Rx

Receiver

SAW

Surface acoustic wave

SCL

Source coupled logic

SEM

Spectrum emission mask

SFDR

Spurious free dynamic range

SMD

Surface mounted device

SNDR

Signal-to-noise and distortion ratio

SNR

Signal-to-noise ratio

SOC

System on silicon

SSB

Single sideband

Sx

Synthesizer

TDC

Time-to-digital converter

TDD

Time division duplexing

THD

Total harmonic distortion

Tx

transmitter

VCO

Voltage controlled oscillator

VGA

Variable gain ampliﬁer

WCDMA

Wideband code division multiple access

WLAN

Wireless Local area network

ZOH

Zero-order hold
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1. Introduction

1.1

Motivation

For over a decade the wireless communication industry has been one of
the main drivers for the evolution of integrated circuits. The constantly
growing need to increase the number of functionalities in a small handset
form factor has forced the development of more efﬁcient ways to integrate
them into fewer numbers of integrated circuits. A large variety of radio
systems is a necessity in a modern mobile terminal, which drives not only
cellular radios like GSM and WCDMA, but also the connectivity radios
WLAN and Bluetooth development into more area-efﬁcient packages. The
constant evolution of radio standards adds new demands that need to
be implemented in order to keep the terminal up to date. The dilemma
of increased complexity and performance requirements against the cost
evolution has kept engineers occupied.
To support the need for increasing the integration ratio, the CMOS process technology has been evolving while still following Moore’s law. The
decreased transistor size enables higher complexity in a smaller silicon
area, therefore enabling a higher integration ratio of functionalities. The
gain in technology scaling is mainly for the digital functionalities, as they
beneﬁt directly from the smaller sized transistors. For analog functionalities, this is not the case. Even though the higher fT of the transistors is
advantageous for many of the RF functionalities, the lower voltage margins make many of the traditional circuit architectures useless. In addition, the necessary analog modeling of the transistors is always lagging
behind their digital counterpart, slowing down the designing of the RF
functionalities with new technology. Therefore, the radio interface circuit
blocks somewhat slow down the whole cost erosion progress in the tech-
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nology evolution of SOC circuits.
From the cost and technology point of view, the reduction in analog
functional blocks in the integrated radio transceiver is a major beneﬁt.
Therefore the target is to push the digital-analog interface closer to the
antenna.

1.2

Objectives of this work

The research work presented in this thesis offers some relief to the technology scaling limitations of the RF functionalities in multi-standard transmitters. First, the key performance constrains of D/A converters are analyzed and techniques for high performance design are introduced. To
overcome the transistor matching limitations in the D/A converters, a new
calibration technique was developed. The circuit design techniques developed for the DACs during the research work are demonstrated with two
circuit implementations.
Second, IQ modulator design aspects and limitations are discussed
with a circuit implementation for wideband application.
Finally, a new transmitter architecture is proposed that combines D/A
conversion and IQ modulation into one functional block. This greatly reduces the number of blocks in the signal chain, offering a robust transmitter architecture with the D/A conversion directly in the RF interface
of the transceiver chip. The performance of the architecture in different
radio systems was investigated with two circuit implementations, where
the ﬁnal version was used for demonstrating a full WCDMA transmitter
based on the new topology.

1.3

Organization of this thesis and research contribution

The thesis is organized into eight chapters, with three main focus areas:
D/A converter, IQ modulator and direct-digital RF modulator. General
topics of the multi-standard transmitter are discussed in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. Chapter 2 presents the main performance challenges for a
transmitter circuitry operating in a multi-standard mobile radio terminal.
The key performance metrics are introduced showing the challenges of
their combination.
Chapter 3 presents the most common transmitter architectures used
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in the wireless communications. The impact of the multi-standard speciﬁcations on the transmitter topologies is discussed.
Chapter 4 goes through the basics of current-steering D/A converter
topology and discusses the key design aspects of the D/A converters targeting high performance. Two design examples are presented, the ﬁrst
one concentrating on the optimization of the D/A converter for high dynamic linearity performance. The DAC was designed, implemented, and
measured by the author, with measurement support from Tom Ahola. The
work was done at Nokia in 2001-2002.
The second implemented D/A converter concentrates on the static performance issues by utilizing calibration. The calibration technique was
invented and developed by the author. The design, implementation, and
measurement work of the calibrated DAC was done by the author, with
measurement support from Tom Ahola, and the layout of the calibration
mapper was done by Kyllikki Aitamäki. The work was done at Nokia in
2003-2004. The calibrated DAC is presented in [1]. Two patents are
granted for the performance improvement techniques of the D/A converters [2, 3].
In Chapter 5, the performance of an IQ modulator and its inﬂuence
on the transmitter signal quality are discussed. A prototype of a wide
bandwidth transmitter for 5 GHz output frequency is presented [4]. The
author designed and implemented the IQ modulator, the D/A converters,
and the analog baseband (ABB) ﬁlters for the transmitter with layout
support from Kyllikki Aitamäki. The variable gain ampliﬁer (VGA) and
the divider was designed by Jarmo Koskinen. System design was done
by Risto Kaunisto and architecture design by Pauli Seppinen and Aarno
Pärssinen. Measurements were carried out by the author, Jarmo Koskinen, and Panu Siukonen. The work was done at Nokia in 2004-2005.
Chapter 6 proposes an IQ modulator architecture constructed using
two novel up-converting D/A converters. The new digital-to-RF converter
(DRFC) topology was invented by the author and Pauli Seppinen, with
support from Julius Koskela. A patent for the topology was granted in
2005 [5]. A prototype circuit, presented in [6], was designed, implemented and measured by the author, with a system design support from
Pauli Seppinen. Support for the measurements was provided by Tom
Ahola.
Chapter 7 introduces a transmitter architecture based on the DirectDigital RF Modulator structure (DDRM). The research work was reported
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in [7–9] and several patents were granted [10–14]. The author designed
and implemented the modulator and the LO-path. The clock multiplier
was designed by Sami Kallioinen. The digital front-end was designed by
Tuomas Saarela with digital system support from Julius Koskela. The
RF system design was done by Pauli Seppinen. The integration of the
transmitter prototype chip was done by the author. The measurements
were carried out by the author with support from Panu Siukonen. All the
DDRM work was done at Nokia in 2004-2007.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8.
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2. Multi-standard radio requirements
for a transmitter

The diversity of the supported radio standards scatters the requirements
of the transmitter circuitry for different use cases. In cellular communication, several generations are in use, of which the transmitter needs to be
adapted. Typically the same signal chain has to have the capability of supporting 2G, 3G, and LTE radio systems at the same time. Also, new generations always bring new frequency bands into use, which complicates
both the transmitter and the receiver front-ends. The different cellular
standards have very different requirements for the circuit blocks, easily making the one standard optimized transmitter chain non-optimized
for another system. The various requirements of different cellular radio
generations are expressed in Table 2.1 [15–17]. In the last column, the
combined speciﬁcations for a multi-standard transmitter are shown.
Table 2.1. Diversity of speciﬁcation for a cellular transmitter
GSM/EDGE

WCDMA

LTE(1

Multistandard
radio
speciﬁcations

Access

TDD

FDD

FDD/TDD

FDD

Max signal bandwidth

270kHz

3.84MHz

18MHz

18MHz

Output frequency bands

4

14

23

23

Modulation

GMSK/8PSK

HPSK

QPSK/16QAM

16QAM

Peak-to-average ratio

0dB/3.4dB

3.2dB

10dB

10dB

Power control range

36dB

74dB

74dB

74dB

EVM

30%

17.5%

12.5%

12.5%

Emission mask

-60dBc@400kHz

-43dBc@7.5MHz

-36dBc@15MHz

-60dBc@400kHz

ACPR

-30dBc@200kHz

-33dBc@5MHz

-30dBc@20MHz

-33dBc@5MHz

RX noise

-162dBc/Hz

-150dBc/Hz

-150dBc/Hz

-162dBc/Hz

Min. duplexer separation

20MHz

45MHz

30MHz

20MHz

fBW /fduplexer

148

23.4

4.6(Band12)

4.6

1) During the research work done for this thesis, the measurement capability for LTE was limited. Therefore, in
the measurements presented for the prototypes, WLAN signals are used. The WLAN signal modulation and signal
bandwidths correspond well to the LTE in-band speciﬁcations

The diversity of the two extreme modulation schemes of 2G and LTE
sets completely different challenges for the transmitter. The narrow band-
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width GMSK with only phase modulation applied is a constant envelope
signal with a 0dB peak-to-average ratio (PAR), while the PAR of a 20 MHz
LTE is nearly 10dB. For a single standard case, the modulation scheme
would have a major inﬂuence on the choice of transmitter architecture.
For the multi-standard system, the LTE sets the dominant modulation
speciﬁcations, and architecture optimization for the GSM/EDGE must be
compromised.
For the noise speciﬁcations, the most stringent requirement of -162
dBc/Hz with 20 MHz frequency offset is set by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard, where the spurious emission of a +33 dBm
signal is limited to -79 dBm with 100 kHz measurement bandwidth [15].
For the FDD systems, the simultaneous operation of both the uplink and
the downlink deﬁnes the noise speciﬁcation at the duplexer offset based
on the allowed desensitization of its own receiver. The thermal noise at
the input of the receiver in 290K is
NT H = kT = 1.38 ∗ 10−23 J/K ∗ 270K = −174dBm/Hz.

(2.1)

By assuming 7dB of noise ﬁgure (NF) to the receiver, the input referred
noise ﬂoor can be written as

NIN = NT H + N F = −174dBm/Hz + 7dB = −167dBm/Hz.

(2.2)

If 1dB of receiver desensitization (Ndes ) is allowed by its own transmitter, the TX noise at the input of the receiver can be deﬁned by Equation
(2.3).

 1dB
= 10 log 10 10

 NDES

NT X2RX = 10 log 10 10 − 1 − NIN

− 1 − 167dBm/Hz = −172.9dBm/Hz

(2.3)

By assuming a duplexer with the insertion loss (Lins ) of 3dB and 50dB
isolation from the TX to the RX (LSAW ), the noise speciﬁcation for the
RFIC in a power class 3 WCDMA transmitter with +24 dBm output power
is given by Equation (2.4).

NT X = NT X2RX + LSAW − Lins − PT X
= −172.9dBm/Hz + 50dB − 3dB − 24dBm = −149.9dBc/Hz

(2.4)

The other radios, such as the WLAN and the GPS included in a typical
handheld cellular terminal, complicates the interference speciﬁcation of
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the cellular transmitter even more, due to the close proximity and limited
isolation of the antennas. Along with the noise speciﬁcation deﬁned by
the cellular system, the coexistence of other systems needs to be taken
into account as they can be used simultaneously. In order to deﬁne the
noise speciﬁcation of the cellular transmitter at the WLAN and the GPS
bands, equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) can be used by adding 10dB approximation for the antenna isolation. With the receiver noise ﬁgure of 7dB
and 1dB desensitization allowed, the target noise limit is -139.9 dBc/Hz.
An example of the Band 1 WCDMA emission speciﬁcation with systems
close to its own transmitter is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Band I WCDMA out-of-band emission speciﬁcation
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3. Transmitter architectures

The main functions for the transmitter are to convert the digital signal
into the analog domain, modulate a carrier with the signal, suppress the
unwanted signal components, and amplify it to a sufﬁcient level for reception. These are typically done in separate circuit blocks in the signal
chain that are dedicated only for the deﬁned function. In this chapter, an
overview of the most common transmitter architectures are presented.

3.1

Super-heterodyne transmitter

I

DAC
Cos(ωIFt)

Q

0°

Cos(ωRFt)

DAC
DigitalBB

fRF

90°

AnalogBB

AnalogIF

AnalogRF

Figure 3.1. Super-heterodyne transmitter

In a two-step, or super-heterodyne transmitter architecture [18–23] (
Figure 3.1), the quadrature modulation and the ﬁrst up-conversion are
done to an intermediate frequency (IF) that is typically lower than the
actual transmitting frequency. The beneﬁt of doing the up-conversion in
two steps is the ease of the IQ modulation, which is performed at the IF.
The IQ modulation at the IF is also insensitive to pulling, as the output
harmonics do not overlap the ﬁrst VCO frequency. The drawback of the architecture is the complexity due to the necessity of two VCOs and the need
for an additional RF ﬁltering for the image of the second up-conversion.
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As the image located at a 2*IF distance from the output frequency has
the same power as the wanted signal, the stringent requirements for the
attenuation is typically achieved only with an external surface acoustic
wave (SAW) band-pass ﬁlter. For a single radio system, frequency planning is necessary to avoid unwanted spurious components to fall into any
critical frequencies. With the complexity of the multi-standard radio speciﬁcations described in the previous chapter, the variety of the frequency
planning schemes is signiﬁcantly multiplied. Due to the complexity and
the low ﬂexibility, the architecture has low popularity in modern low-cost,
high integration level multi-standard transmitters.

3.2

Direct conversion transmitter

The most popular transmitter architecture in wireless communication applications is the direct-conversion transmitter [18, 24–27], shown in Figure 3.2. In its simplest form, each of the necessary signal processing functions is done in their own circuit blocks. The analog baseband ﬁlters reduce the signal replicas and the quantization noise of the D/A conversion.
The I and Q analog baseband signals are up-converted and modulated
to RF frequency, and the IQ modulated signal is ampliﬁed to a predeﬁned signal power level. The baseband signal is up-converted directly to
the wanted frequency, avoiding the frequency planning and the RF ﬁltering limitations present in the dual conversion approach. This enables a
higher integration ratio and better adaptation to the different radio standards. The IQ modulation applied at the ﬁnal frequency is, however, sensitive to the modulation impairments, which become even more evident
for a transmitter operating in 5 GHz WLAN bands. Severe EVM reduction can be caused by too strong of a carrier component in the modulated
signal, which in turn is generated by mismatches in the circuit blocks and
direct coupling of the LO signal. The direct coupling of the carrier can be
challenging in systems having a large power control range, like 3G and
LTE, because lowering the signal power does not affect the coupled carrier component even though the power control is implemented after the
modulation. Several calibration techniques are introduced to reduce the
LO leakage in the direct conversion transmitters [26–28].
Even though high ﬂexibility for different systems is achievable with the
direct-conversion architecture, the baseband signal processing still have a
major role in the adaptability to the multi-system radio speciﬁcations. Ex-
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Figure 3.2. Direct conversion transmitter

tensive conﬁgurability in the ABB ﬁlter is required due to the wide range
of signal bandwidths and the stringent noise requirements. This is more
evident in the direct conversion than in its dual conversion counterpart
due to the reduced band-pass ﬁltering in the signal chain. For the multistandard requirements, the conﬁgurable ABB ﬁlter and the RF variable
gain ampliﬁer will take a signiﬁcant portion of the transmitter area in the
silicon.

3.3

Polar loop

The complex signal vectors of the Cartesian modulator can also be expressed with amplitude and phase information. By modulating the carrier with the phase, and the ampliﬁer gain with the amplitude information, the quantity of the analog signal processing blocks of the Cartesian
modulator can be reduced [29–31]. The basic principle of the polar loop
was originally presented in [32] in an EER transmitter. The functional
block diagram of the architecture is shown in Figure 3.3. The architecture is highly efﬁcient with narrow bandwidth signals, especially with
modulation schemes having a constant envelope, like GMSK where only
the phase modulation path is in use. With wider bandwidth signals, the
architecture starts to easily suffer from its main drawback. Deviating
from the stringent synchronization requirement between the amplitude
and the phase signals leads to spectral regrowth and a violation of the
transmit mask speciﬁcations. This is typically alleviated with calibration, even with narrow band signals such as EDGE. The challenges in the
wide bandwidth signal modulation prevents its usage in multi-standard
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Figure 3.3. Polar loop transmitter

transmitters.

3.4

Semi-digital transmitters

With the increasing integration ratio and the speed of the digital logic,
the tendency has been in moving the digital/analog interface towards the
antenna. By performing the traditional analog functions in the robust
digital domain, the sensitivity to the analog imperfections can be avoided
and the architecture can fully beneﬁt from the trend of continuous silicon scaling. Naturally the beneﬁt is not gained without new challenges
for the analog circuit blocks. Those are discussed in the following subsections, where an overview of the semi-digital transmitter architectures is
presented. All of them are based on the same functional approaches as the
analog architectures shown above, with only a difference in the location
of the D/A conversion in the signal chain.

3.4.1

Digital IF

By implementing the IQ modulation in the digital domain [33–35], the
modulation accuracy is not degraded by analog impairments. The analog VCO and the IQ modulation for the ﬁrst up-conversion are avoided,
and thus the number of analog functions is signiﬁcantly reduced. The
architecture is described in Figure 3.4. Even with the beneﬁt of the excellent EVM performance, the modulator suffers from the same limitations
in ﬂexibility as the analog super-heterodyne architecture. In addition,
the performance of the transmitter is in practice limited by the challeng-
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Figure 3.4. Digital IF transmitter

ing speciﬁcations assigned for the D/A converter, which leads to complex
and power hungry converter designs. The advantage of the architecture
has been utilized in multi-carrier transmitters for base station applications [36].

3.4.2

Digital polar loop

The key difference between the digital polar loop architecture (Figure 3.5)
and its analog counterpart is the usage of a digitally controlled oscillator
(DCO) [37]. The frequency control of the DCO is done by a digitally controlled capacitance bank, and the sensitive control voltage used in a VCO
is avoided. The phase detector is replaced by a time-to-digital converter,
and the digital data is summed to the feedback loop to apply the phase
modulation. As with the analog polar loop, the digital architecture has
the same limitations in the signal bandwidth that reduces its applicability for wide-band signal modulations like LTE.

Figure 3.5. Digital polar loop
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Figure 3.6. Digital RF

3.4.3

Digital RF

For the multi-standard purpose, the analog direct-conversion architecture
has been shown to be the most ﬂexible. This is also true for the digital
approach, shown in Figure 3.6. At the conceptual level, it is highly attractive as it does not have any analog circuits in the modulation or in the
up-conversion. With a sufﬁcient sampling rate, any cellular or connectivity radio signals can be generated directly to the ﬁnal frequency. The
direct RF signal generation, however, with a Nyquist rate DAC, leads to
watt range power consumption [38, 39] and the need for RF ﬁltering for
the digital replica, making it highly impractical for any mobile terminal.
The limitations of the direct RF signal generation from the digital domain has been reduced by more an advanced technique, ﬁrst introduced
in [40]. By bringing the local oscillator signal to the ΣΔ DAC, the signal energy at the RF is increased. The drawback of the ΣΔ approach
is the high out-of-band noise, which requires analog ﬁltering. The high
RF ﬁltering requirement and the narrow signal bandwidth of the ΣΔ RF
DAC reduces its commercial competitiveness in the mobile cellular applications. The transmitter concept proposed in this thesis [6–9] concentrate
on the RF DAC with relaxed ﬁltering requirements. The architecture is
described in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7. RF DAC transmitter
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4. Digital-to-analog converter

In the transmitter signal chain, the digital-to-analog converter is the ﬁrst
analog circuit block and therefore deﬁnes the signal fed to the other blocks.
Thus the signal characteristics are ultimately determined by the converter structure and the imperfections in the conversion. In this chapter,
the performance impairments of the most common D/A converter topology, current-steering, are discussed. The presented aspects for high performance converter design are demonstrated with two circuit implementations.

4.1

Current-steering D/A converter

In the D/A converters targeting high sampling rates and high linearity,
current-steering has become the dominant architecture [41–53]. The basic functionality is presented in Figure 4.1, where each bit of the N-bit
digital word controls a switch pair in a conversion unit that steers the
current of the binary weighted current source to one of the two output
loads. The output voltage dependency of the input data can be written as
Vout = Vout+ − Vout+ =



(bn 2n I − b¯n 2n I)RL .

(4.1)

N −1

As the operation of the converter is based on the steering current between the two load branches, it is considerably faster than its voltage
mode counterparts, resistor string or charge re-distribution topologies [54–
56]. The highest reported sampling rates are in tens of gigahertz [38, 39],
although implemented in costly InP technology. Also, the capability of
driving high currents directly to a low impedance load eliminates the need
for an additional buffering stage after the converter, which can potentially
degrade the signal quality by introducing distortion and noise. The current mode and inherently differential operation make it relatively insen-
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Figure 4.1. Current steering D/A converter

sitive to disturbance coupling from the noisy logic circuits enabling the
integration of the D/A converters with large digital functions in a standard CMOS. With the modern digital CMOS, the power consumption of
the high speed current steering DACs are typically dominated by the signal current driven to the load, giving a major efﬁciency beneﬁt for the
architecture.
A functional description of the conversion cell is shown in Figure 4.2.
The current of the current source is connected either of the two outputs by
using a differential switch pair (M1 , M2 ) controlled by the complementary
control signals(Vctrl , Vctrl ). The weighting factor of the current source is
2n I (I is the LSB current) for the bit n of the input data. Even though
operating with digital signals, the mixed-mode logics forming the control
signals for the switches have a signiﬁcant impact on the dynamic performance of the converter by its timing accuracy, as will be discussed later
in this chapter.
The topology presented in Figure 4.1 describes the current steering
DAC in its simplest form, where each of the input bits controls a unit conversion cell with a current weight of 2n I. For high resolution converters,
the current factor between the MSB and LSB cells becomes very large,
introducing the main drawbacks of the approach [46, 50]. First, with a
DAC having a resolution of 12 bits the ratio between the largest and the
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Figure 4.2. Conversion cell

smallest units is 2N −1 = 211 = 2048. In order to obtain the 12-bit accuracy of the MSB must not deviate more than one LSB from its nominal
current, setting a very stringent matching requirement for the current
source transistors. Second, in zero crossing, when the MSB changes its
state (for an 8-bit converter from 01111111 to 10000000), any timing imbalance between the MSB and the rest of the unit cells causes current
transients in the output. These signal dependent glitches increase the
harmonic distortion content in the output signal.
The design challenges of the fully binary weighted DACs can be alleviated by using segmentation [41, 46]. In a segmented DAC, some of
the MSBs (typically 4-8 MSBs) are converted with thermometer decoded
unit cells having identical current weighting. The increased complexity
of having 2M − 1 unit cells for the M-bit MSB sub-converter can be tolerated due to the relaxed unit current matching and improved distortion
performance. For a 12-bit converter with a 6-bit thermometer-decoded
MSB sub-converter the ratio between the MSB and LSB unit currents is
reduced to 2N −M = 26 = 64, which is considerably smaller than the ratio
in a DAC with full binary weighting.

4.2

DAC Performance

The characteristics of a DAC can be deﬁned with various measures, the
importance of which depends on the application. The main partitioning
is between the static and the dynamic linearity. The static linearity describes the analog output correspondence with an ideal transfer function,
excluding all time-domain effects. With a continuous wave, the dynamic
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imperfections start to dominate the signal linearity, limiting the performance of the DAC. This is even more evident with signal frequencies of
tens of megahertz. The performance metrics and their origins in the D/A
converters are discussed in the following subsections.

4.2.1

Static linearity

The two most important metrics to express the accuracy of D/A conversion are the differential nonlinearity DNL and the integral nonlinearity
INL, described in Figure 4.3. The DNL is determined as the greatest deviation of two adjacent output values from the step size deﬁned by the
average of all steps. In order to guarantee a monotonic increase of the
output values in proportion to the input data, the DNL must be greater
than -1LSB. This is not typically a critical speciﬁcation in radio communication D/A converters, but might be strictly required in some speciﬁc
applications. The INL describes the maximum cumulative deviation from
the ideal transfer curve. Several deﬁnitions for the ideal transfer curve
have been used in the literature [57]. With an end-point ﬁtting, a straight
line is drawn between the maximum and the minimum points of which
the deviation deﬁnes the INL. This typically gives the most pessimistic
value. In the best-ﬁt method, the actual linearity curve is arranged with
the reference line so that the maximum deviation is minimized. The measurement results presented in this thesis are ﬁtted with the least-squareserror method, which gives the deviation between the two extreme cases.
The values of the DNL and the INL are given in LSBs referring to the
resolution of the converter.
The gain and the offset errors of the output signal are typically not
presented in DAC publications because they do not describe the intrinsic
linearity of the converter. The importance of the speciﬁcations rises with
converters used in a Cartesian transmitter. The gain mismatch between
the converters in the I and Q branches will degrade EVM performance by
introducing an amplitude imbalance to the modulated signal. The offset
instead generates LO leakage, which has several consequences for transmitter performance. These issues are described in more detail in Chapter
5.
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Figure 4.3. Static performance of a 3-bit DAC

4.2.2

Transistor matching

The static linearity of the current steering DACs is determined by the
matching of the current source transistors in the conversion cells. The
origins of the mismatch can be divided into two main categories, random
mismatch and systematic errors.
With the transistors having the same dimensions and operating point,
the random deviations can be expressed as [58]
 σ 2
Id

Id

= σβ2 +

4σ 2ΔV th

(Vgs − VT )2

.

(4.2)

Where
Aβ
.
σβ = √
WL

(4.3)

AV th
σΔV th = √
.
WL

(4.4)

and

AV th and Aβ are technology-related parameters given by the process
vendor. W and L are the width and the length of the transistor, Vgs is the
gate to source, and VT is the threshold voltage.
Equation (4.2) shows that the mismatch of the current source transistors is inversely proportional to the transistor area and the overdrive
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Figure 4.4. IR drop in the supply voltage resistances

voltage Vgs −VT . By increasing both of them, the deviation can be reduced.
Thus the converter linearity is inﬂuenced by the area and the supply voltage constraints, limiting the practical implementations to a level of 12
bits [43, 47, 53]. For resolutions more than 12 bits calibration is typically
applied [51, 52].
Along with the random deviations, several systematic errors have an
impact on the converter linearity. In the layout implementation, the resistance of the ground connection wires generates a voltage drop between
the common node and the current source transistors. By collecting the
currents with a single line (as in Figure 4.4), each of the ground line resistances generate a voltage difference between the source nodes of the
adjacent transistors [41]. With the shared gate voltage Vg , the Vgs − VT
varies between the transistors, introducing a difference in the drain currents that is more severe with high signal currents. The supply voltage
drops, however, can be ﬁxed by careful layout design using tapered or binary tree ground lines.
The direction and the shape of the doping and the temperature gradients instead have less predictability than the ground line gradients. In
order to reduce the effects of the gradient type of errors, several spatial
randomization techniques are proposed in the literature [41, 43, 44]. In
addition, by integrating the matching current sources into a single array,
the deviation can be reduced by the minimized proximity between the
transistors.

4.2.3

Inﬂuence of the segmentation

The segmentation strategy between the thermometer-coded MSB subconverter and the rest of the converter trades the area and the complexity
of the converter with the matching requirements [46]. By increasing the
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number of bits in the MSB part relaxes the matching but also doubles the
number of cells for each added bit. The full beneﬁt of the relaxed matching is partly lost due to the increased complexity and size of the MSB
sub-converter. This results from the increase in gradient errors.
The inﬂuence of the sub-converter partitioning on the INL performance
was simulated in MATLAB. Each of the MSB current sources is deﬁned
as an ideal current IM SB0 added with a random deviation Xrand , as described in (4.5). σId = 0.3%, which is considered achievable with a standard CMOS.


σId
IM SBi = IM SBi0 1 + Xrand
.
Id

(4.5)

Four different cases with 1000 MATLAB simulations are presented in
Figure 4.5. In (a), the MSB part is divided into a 5-bit MSB, a 5-bit MID,
and 2-bit LSB sub-converters. In (b), the division is 6+4+2; in (c), it is
7+3+2; and in (d), it is 8+2+2.

Figure 4.5. INL distribution with different segmentations

The simulation shows that with the same transistor matching, the best
INL performance is achieved with the most complex MSB segmentation,
as expected. For the 255-unit MSB section, however, supply voltage vari-
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ation between the unit cells may result in a full binary tree structure that
most likely must be compromised.

4.2.4

Dynamic linearity

For most of the practical applications of the D/A converters, a more important characteristic than the DC linearity is the dynamic linearity. With
typical high performance DACs, the dynamic impairments start to dominate the linearity performance with signal frequencies higher than a few
megahertz. The inﬂuence is more evident in converters having higher
than 10-bit resolution. Also, the strong frequency dependency of the distortion requires deﬁning the bandwidth where the dynamic characteristics must be maintained. In Figure 4.6, the most important dynamic metrics are described.

Figure 4.6. Dynamic performance metrics

Spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) is deﬁned as the ratio of the fundamental signal and the highest distortion component in the ﬁrst Nyquist
zone. Typically the highest distortion component is the 2nd- or 3rd order
harmonic of the fundamental. The SFDR characterizes well the linearity
performance of a high performance DAC as long as the signal frequency
relation is indicated.
Total harmonic distortion (THD) is deﬁned as the sum of all harmonic
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components. With signals having a high frequency compared to the sampling rate, the harmonic components fold back to the ﬁrst Nyquist zone
and their frequencies are not multiples of the fundamental tone.
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is deﬁned as the ratio between the fundamental tone and the noise ﬂoor in the ﬁrst Nyquist zone, excluding the
harmonic components in the THD. The sum of the SNR and the THD is
determined by the signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR). Ideally the
SNR of an N-bit converter is limited by the quantization noise and can be
calculated for a full-scale sine by
SN R = 6.02N − 1.76.

(4.6)

By replacing the SNR with a measured SNDR and reforming the equation, the effective number of bits (ENOB) for a converter can be calculated
by
EN OB =

SN DR − 1.76
.
6.02

(4.7)

Equation (4.6) describes [59] the integrated noise in the ﬁrst Nyquist
zone. Depending on the application, the quantization noise at the upper
Nyquist zones have the same importance as the noise in the ﬁrst. Figure
4.7 shows a MATLAB simulation of the quantization noise distribution
over the ﬁrst four Nyquist zones in dBc/Hz. An ideal full-scale sine wave
quantized to 10-bits with a 307.2 MSPS sample rate have been used to
imitate a corresponding D/A converter. The noise distribution follows the
SINC response, deﬁned by Equation (4.8), reducing the noise at the output
of the DAC below -150 dBc/Hz with the offset frequency of 190 MHz from
the signal.

⎞
f
sin π fsample
⎠
H (f ) = 20log ⎝
f
π fsample
⎛

4.2.5

(4.8)

Inﬂuence of the DC linearity on the quantization noise

Generally, the SNDR and the ENOB are deﬁned by integrating the noise
and the distortion over the ﬁrst Nyquist zone [59]. In practice, the quantization noise limited by the DC nonlinearity is distributed over a ﬁnite
number of harmonic components, depending on the segmentation strategy. This is demonstrated with MATLAB simulations, where the DAC
is deﬁned as an ideal 12-bit converter with a 6-bit thermometer-decoded
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Figure 4.7. Quantization noise distribution of an ideal 10-bit DAC

MSB sub-converter. By distorting the MSB deviations with a linear function, the INL of the DAC results in the second-order form, as shown in
Figure 4.8a. In the spectrum of the linearity curve, the second-order distortion component dominates the SFDR and thus the SNDR performance,
as shown in 4.8b [60]. The same recurs with the third- and fourth-order
INL curves, shown in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. With the ﬁnite number of cells in the MSB sub-converter, the highest distortion component
caused by the MSB deviations is limited.
Figure 4.11 shows a MATLAB simulation for the same ideal DAC, with
0.5% random deviation in the MSB cells and 1% in the MID cells (4-bit
thermometer-decoded). The signal in the noise analysis is a 300 kHz fullscale sine wave with an 800 MSPS sample rate. The dashed curve shows
the noise distribution of the ideal converter model without the deviations,
and the 50 solid lines show the noise distribution of the model including
the random mismatches. The SNDR integrated over the ﬁrst Nyquist
zone correlates with the ENOB deﬁned by the INL but is dominated by
the noise in approximately 1/10th of the sample rate when a very high
oversampling ratio is utilized.
The beneﬁt of the mismatch distribution over a small quantity of signal
harmonics is the reduced ﬁltering requirements in narrow-band systems
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Figure 4.8. INL with dominant 2nd order distortion

Figure 4.9. INL with dominant 3rd order distortion

Figure 4.10. INL with dominant 4th order distortion

with a large fsignal /fduplex and high oversampling ratio. With the 135 kHz
signal frequency of the GSM/EDGE systems, the impact of the DC linearity degradation on the Rx-noise performance can therefore be alleviated
by an optimized segmentation strategy.
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Figure 4.11. Random mismatch distribution to the quantization noise

4.2.6

Sources of dynamic nonlinearity

In current steering DACs, most of the dynamic impairments inﬂuence
the signal during the state change at the output. The origins of the nonlinearity can be divided into two categories: timing-based errors and unit
current modulation. The total dynamic error is a sum of several nonidealities, which all need to be carefully considered in the design phase.
As the dynamic impairments are mainly related to the state changes of
the unit cells, increasing the signal frequency increases the activity and
thus their relative contribution.
Figure 4.12 describes a typical output waveform of a current steering
DAC during a single clock cycle, including the time instants of the different error sources contributing to the signal. The four different time domains are "glitch", "timing-based errors", "current source recovery", and
"frequency dependent output impedance".

Figure 4.12. DAC output signal during a single clock cycle
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The glitch occurs at the output when the current switches change their
state. During the state change, the charge injection of the switch transistor channels and the gate-drain feed-through generate a current spike to
the output. In addition to the switch transistor effects, a more severe contribution comes from the voltage ﬂuctuation in the current source transistor [61]. However, the main impact on the signal linearity is related to
the recovery phase after the state change, which will be discussed later
in this subsection. The glitch generates mainly noise to the output signal
and, as in segmented DACs, it appears only for a short period of time, it
has only a minor impact on the signal linearity.
The timing-based errors comprise a complex contribution of several imperfections occurring in the sampling moment that modulate the pulse
width of the output steps [62, 63]. In current steering DACs, the timing
errors are the most challenging dynamic impairment to analyze comprehensively; therefore only an overview of the most important factors are
discussed here.
Sample instant deviations, jitter, whether it is variation in the global
clock signal or between the unit cells, contribute to SNR performance, not
the distortion if no signal correlation is involved. In practice, the timing
variations are inﬂuenced by the signal-dependent switching activity [52]
and mismatch between the unit cells [64] resulting in increased distortion
content in the output signal.
Any systematic imbalance in the clock distribution affects the intercell synchronization with a gradient type of propagation delay variation
[51, 53]. This can be caused by the cell array synchronized as described in
Figure 4.13, where the clock interconnection network has unequal propagation to the different cell inputs resulting in clock-skewing. In addition,
the constant clock activity of the cells generates inconsistent currents in
different parts of the resistive power rails, varying the supply voltage between the unit cells. A propagation delay compensation at the output
network and binary tree distribution and output collection are introduced
in [65] to alleviate the clock-skewing. The switching order shufﬂing used
for the compensation of the systematic errors in the current sources also
compensates for the timing errors with a gradient nature.
In addition to the clock disturbance, the digital power rails are inﬂuenced by the signal dependent logic activity in the conversion cells, which
along with the data dependent clock loading, results in a signal-dependent
timing variation for the state changes [65,66], and thus distortion. The in-
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Figure 4.13. Clock signal propagation

terference is more severe with higher digital activity that produces strong
frequency dependency. The data dependency of the clock-loading and the
supply voltage variation can be compensated by constant data activity
techniques proposed in the literature [53, 65, 67]. By activating dummy
state changes between the actual data changes, the signal dependency of
the disturbance can be mitigated.
After the synchronization phase, the timing accuracy is determined
by the mixed-domain logic responsible for the switch control waveform
shaping. Any imbalance in the propagation of the complementary control
signals for the current switches breaks the symmetry, raising even-order
distortion. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.14, where the level of 2nd
order harmonic distortion is plotted for different signal frequencies, with
the delay differences between the switch control waveforms of 5ps, 10ps,
and 50ps. In order to achieve effective 14-bit resolution for a converter
with 50 MHz signal frequencies, the delay imbalance of the switch control
signals must be kept below 5ps, which is challenging because the typical
transition times for the digital signals are in the order of 20-50ps. However, in the circuit implementations, any systematic delay difference can
be cancelled by its complementary error applied in every second cell to
avoid the imbalance accumulation in the output signal [2]. With fully differential switch control logic (shown in Figure 4.15), the imbalance can be
minimized.
At the time instant the differential switches change their state, the
constant current ﬂow of the current source is disturbed. An adequate
overlapping of the switch controls is required to avoid the situation when
both of the switches are non-conductive [43]. With the NMOS switches,
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Figure 4.14. HD2 frequency dependency vs. propagation delay difference between the
complementary switch control waveforms

Figure 4.15. Symmetrical conversion cell

the optimum crossing point for the control signal is close to the supply
voltage. Regardless of the waveforms, the state change generates a voltage ﬂuctuation in the common node of the switches, which yields a signaldependent glitch in the output. The voltage ﬂuctuation can be alleviated
by limiting the voltage range of the control signal waveforms [66] or by optimizing the crossing point of the switch control waveforms [53,65]. These
techniques, however, contribute more to the symptoms, not to the source
of the original impairment, and the former potentially introduces a delay
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imbalance and jitter due to the slower transitions [47]. Also, the robustness of the techniques over different process and temperature conditions
can be questionable.
As some voltage ﬂuctuation still remains at the common node of the
switches, a more important factor becomes the recovery of the current
source after the voltage disturbance, hence its contribution to distortion
performance [61]. This is described in Figure 4.16, where the common
node voltage Vc and the combined output current I1 + I2 are simulated for
a typical conversion cell (Output in virtual ground). The state change of
the switches generates a voltage variation in the source node of the switch
transistors, and the parasitic capacitance in the node Cp is discharged.
After the state change, the Vc voltage starts to settle in its stable state
by charging the parasitic capacitance with an additional current drawn
through the load resistors, as seen in the combined current plot I1 + I2
in Figure 4.16. After the capacitance is fully charged, the current drawn
through the load by the unit element is stabilized to the current of the
current source transistor. As with the timing errors, the relative content
of the current ﬂuctuation depends on the switching activity inﬂuencing
the frequency-dependent linearity performance. Typically the dominant
contribution to the parasitics in the common node of the switches is the
drain-bulk capacitance of the cascode transistor.

Figure 4.16. Current source bounce

The design strategy to reduce the impact of the voltage ﬂuctuation to
the signal is to decrease the time constant of the current source recovery,
which also mitigates sensitivity to the PVT variations. By minimizing the
parasitic capacitance Cp or by bootstrapping the back gate of the cascode
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transistor [53, 65] the impact of the capacitance can be reduced. Also,
the quad switching scheme introduced in [67] alleviates the signal dependency of the voltage ﬂuctuation by introducing constant switch activity
regardless of the data input of the conversion cell.
The stable domain of the output signal between the data changes is
limited by the code-dependent output impedance [60, 68], which modulates the signal current, introducing distortion. Sufﬁcient suppression for
the modulation in a 16-bit converter is achievable with double cascodes
in the current sources [51]. The high output impedance, however, must
also be maintained through the whole frequency range. The 3rd-order
distortion component at the output of the converter is a ratio between the
load impedance and the output impedance of the current sources [47], as
deﬁned in (4.9).
RL N 2
(4.9)
4 |Z0 |
is the load impedance and Z0 is the output impedance of
HD3 =

where RL

the unit current source, consisting of both resistive and the capacitive
components. N is the number of unit cells in parallel in the thermometercoded MSB sub-converter. Using the Equation (4.9), it can be calculated
that a 12-bit DAC with a 6-bit MSB sub-converter requires 57kΩ output
impedance for its current sources in order to achieve better than -74 dBc
SFDR performance. Due to parasitic capacitance, the output impedance
has strong frequency dependency, as demonstrated in Figure 4.17, where
the HD3 with capacitances of 5fF, 10fF, and 20fF in parallel with the 57kΩ
resistive component are simulated with MATLAB. The equation also reveals that the larger number of cells in the MSB sub-converter (which
relaxes the DC-linearity requirements) has the opposite effect of the dynamic performance due to the more stringent output impedance requirement for the unit cells.
As with the voltage ﬂuctuation, the frequency dependency of the output
impedance can be alleviated by minimizing the parasitic capacitances in
the current source.

4.3

Implemented 12-bit D/A converter in a 0.35μm CMOS

In this section, a prototype of a 12-bit 160 MSPS DAC implemented in a
standard 3.3V 0.35μm 4-Metal BiCMOS process is presented. In the D/A
converter, only CMOS transistors are used. The target for the converter
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Figure 4.17. HD3 frequency dependency vs. parasitic capacitance in the unit current
source

design was to optimize the linearity performance for wide frequency range.
The differential current-mode outputs are driving two external 50Ω load
resistance to form a 1Vpp differential signal swing with 10mA of converter
current.

4.3.1

D/A converter architecture

The converter core is divided into three sub-converter blocks, as shown
in Figure 4.18. The 6-bit thermometer-decoded MSBs, formed by 63 unit
conversion cells, are chosen to keep the area and the complexity of the
converter low while attaining sufﬁcient matching for the current sources.
The next four bits are converted using 15-unit conversion cells with their
current of 1/16th of the MSB current. Thermometer decoding is also used
for the 4-bit middle sub-converter in order to reduce the variety of separate weighting factors in the converter. The two LSBs are formed with
three unit cells with their current of 1/64th of the MSB current. For the
LSB-1, two LSB-sized unit cells are connected in parallel to form the correct weighting factor. Two thermometer decoders convert the 6-bit binary
signals into 63 control signals for the MSB sub-block, and the 4-bit input signal into 15 control signals for the MID cells. In order to enable
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Figure 4.18. 12-bit segmented DAC architecture

high speed operation, the data for the LSB part is delayed by a latency
balancer-block, which has the same propagation delay as the thermometer decoders. The converter core is constructed as an array of conversion
cells, as illustrated in Figure 4.18. This, in contrast to a separated current
source and switch-logic arrays, has the beneﬁt of minimized parasitics in
the critical nodes in the analog current path discussed in the previous
sub-section.

4.3.2

DC linearity

The target DC linearity performance for the converter was to obtain 10-bit
accuracy over process and temperature variations. The DC linearity distribution analysis performed for the selected segmentation strategy (see
Figure 4.5) indicates that 0.3% MSB matching is adequate for the 10-bit
INL performance with high yield, while the typical INL is below 0.8LSBs.
This eventually sets the target matching for the MSB current sources.
The current sources are formed with two parallel transistors with their
area of 139.65μm2 each. The parallel transistors provide the beneﬁt of a
horizontally symmetrical layout to guarantee an unaltered current ﬂow
regardless of the direction of the conversion cells in the cell matrix layout.
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With the technology data and the worst-case overdrive voltage Vgs − VT ,
Equation (4.2) results σ = 0.36% mismatch for the MSB current sources.
A deviation from the 0.3% target can be tolerated because the probability
of the worst-case process corner is low. The MATLAB estimation of the
INL distribution with a 0.36% MSB mismatch is shown in Figure 4.19.

Figure 4.19. MATLAB estimation of the INL distribution

For the systematic error deduction, spatial randomization of the switching order is utilized. The basis of the randomization is the symmetrical switching presented in [41]. As illustrated in Figure 4.20, the analog
ground routings are connected vertically to the MSB columns using thick
low-resistive metal. In order to mitigate the accumulation of the voltage
drop in the ground lines and gradient errors, the randomizing is improved
by reversing the row order in the four columns on the right side of the matrix. For the supply ground routing, the binary-tree structure is used to
collect the column ground metals into the common node. The dummy cells
in the left of the MSB matrix, the one in the middle and the cells between
the bias cells are biased for the same current as the MSB conversion cells
to balance the voltage drops in the supply lines. The edge effect is reduced
by placing dummy cells around the conversion cell matrix.

4.3.3

AC linearity

The schematic of the conversion cell is shown in Figure 4.21. For the optimum symmetry, and thus the reduced even-order harmonic distortion, the
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Figure 4.20. MSB, MID, and LSB switching order

Figure 4.21. Unit conversion cell

fully symmetrical timing circuitry (introduced in Figure 4.15) is utilized.
The usage of the NMOS pass transistors for the data synchronization sets
the limit for the sample rate of the converter, as the data has only half of
the clock cycle window to arrive at the inputs of the gating transistors before it is passed to the switches. If the timing window is missed, the data is
passed without synchronization to the switches generating timing-based
distortion. The small cross-coupled inverters (INV1, INV2) hold the stage
when the pass transistors are in their non-conductive stage. The crosscoupled latch circuitry formed by the transistors M11, M12, M13, and
M14 shape their input signals into two non-overlapping control signals to
be inverted by the inverter buffers to generate switch-control waveforms
with their crossing point close to the supply voltage. For the fastest control signal transition, a full supply voltage swing is used for the current
switches to alleviate the timing variations.
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Implementing the current source transistors in the same conversion
cell as the switches and the switch control logic reduces the routing parasitics in the most critical analog nodes in the D/A converters. This is not
optimal for DC linearity, but it can be tolerated due to the more optimized
high frequency performance. The high swing cascode conﬁguration is utilized to increase the output impedance of the current source and has the
width of approximately 1/4 of the current source transistor for minimized
parasitic capacitance and thus better high frequency linearity. The same
conversion cell topology is used in all of the sub-converter blocks with only
the dimensions of the current source and the cascode changed for different
current weightings.
The microphotograph of the implemented chip is shown in Figure 4.22.
The chip consists of two 12-bit converters, a common bias block, and a
band-gap reference. Large PMOS transistors (1.4mmx0.5μm in size) operating in a linear region are connected in series to the outputs of the
converter for ESD protection purposes and to avoid the I/O requirements
to inﬂuence the converter core design. The silicon area of a single D/A
converter is 1.1mm2 .

Figure 4.22. Microphotograph of the implemented dual-DAC chip
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4.3.4

Experimental results

The DC linearity of the DAC was evaluated by connecting the current
outputs to the supply voltage with two 50Ω resistors and measuring the
differential voltage at the output. The measured DC linearity of the 12bit DAC is shown in Figure 4.23. The measured DNL and the INL are
0.8LSB and 0.7LSB, respectively.

Figure 4.23. Measured DC linearity performance

For the continuous wave (CW) signal measurement, the differential
output of the DAC was connected to a transformer in parallel with 100Ω
load resistors to apply the differential-to-single-ended conversion for the
spectrum analyzer. In all measurements, the non-integer ratio between
the sample clock and the signal frequency was used to avoid the distortion
components overlapping the signal or other distortion components. Figure
4.24 shows the output spectrum for a 21 MHz full-scale sine wave with a
160 MSPS sampling rate. The SFDR performance for different signal frequencies with 100 MSPS and 160 MSPS sample rates is shown in Figure
4.25. With the low frequencies (<5 MHz), the SFDR is limited by the DClinearity and above 10MHz the distortion is dominated by the dynamic
impairments of the converter. The ∼10 dB difference in the dynamic performance in the range of 20 MHz - 40 MHz between the different sample
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Figure 4.24. Measured spectrum of the 21 MHz signal

Figure 4.25. SFDR vs. signal frequency with 100 MSPS and 160 MSPS sample rates

rates indicates that the converter is more sensitive to the oversampling
ratio than the signal frequency. This results from the increased data ac-
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tivity relative to code changes that increase the digital disturbance. With
frequencies above 40 MHz, the analog performance degradations start to
dominate the distortion and the difference between the two sample rates
is decreased.
The measured performance of the 12-bit DAC is collected in Table 4.1.
The power consumption of the single DAC includes the 21.5 mW of digital
power consumption.
Table 4.1. 12-bit DAC performance

Resolution

12-bit

Supply voltage

3.3V

DNL

0.7LSB

INL

0.8LSB

SFDR @ 100MSPS

75dBc @ 6MHz

SFDR @ 100MSPS

62dBc @ 25MHz

SFDR @ 160MSPS

77dBc @ 11MHz

SFDR @ 160MSPS

60dBc @ 42MHz

Signal Current

10.2mA

Total Power consumption(1

81mW @ 32MHz,100MSPS

Digital power consumption

21.5mW @ 32MHz,100MSPS

DAC area

1.1mm2

Technology
0.35μm BiCMOS
Including
the
bandgap
and
the
digital
power consumption
(1

4.4

Digitally calibrated 14-bit DAC in a 0.13μm/0.25μm CMOS

In this section, a prototype of a 14-bit D/A converter with digital calibration implemented in a dual poly 0.13μm/0.25μm BiCMOS is presented [1].
In the design, only CMOS transistors are used. The strategy of the proposed calibration is to use the DAC core for the mismatch compensation
while the control is done in the digital domain by only manipulating the
switching order of the conversion cells. Therefore, no additional analog
functions are required for the correction, which might reduce the dynamic
performance or be too challenging for the low supply voltage design. The
proposed calibration alleviates the optimizing of the DAC core for high
frequency performance as only dynamic linearity aspects need to be taken
into account.
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4.4.1

Calibration

The principle of the proposed calibration technique is described in Figure 4.26. The 6-bit MSB sub-converter of the 14-bit DAC is formed by
two parallel conversion cell arrays with 63 elements in each. The thermometer decoder used in a conventional segmented DAC is replaced with
programmable mappers that enable the arbitrary switching order for the
arrays.

Figure 4.26. Calibration principle

Each of the current sources in the MSB arrays is deﬁned as current I0 ,
with a mismatch deviation ε. Each MSB is formed as a sum of two cells,
ﬁrst from the matrix ’A’ with its unit current of I0 + ε1 , and the second
from the matrix ’B’ with its unit current of I0 + ε2 . With the condition of
ε1 ≈ ε2 , the error of the unit current in matrix ’A’ is compensated by its
complementary error in its parallel cell in matrix ’B’, as deﬁned in (4.10).
ε1 ≈ −ε2 =⇒ I0 + ε1 + I0 + ε2 ≈ 2I0

(4.10)

By selecting the switching order of both of the arrays properly, the mismatch deviations are compensated by their complementary errors to improve the DC linearity performance.
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4.4.1.1

Error analysis

Before optimizing the switching order for the MSB arrays, the mismatch
deviation values of each of the current sources must be measured and
quantized. A higher resolution for the quantization improves the accuracy of the calibration by more precise information about the mismatch.
In the presented implementation, however, the limited number of possible pair combinations of the 2x63 MSB cells restrains the potential of the
compensation. Therefore, based on MATLAB iterations, 16 decision levels corresponding to a 4-bit ADC was considered sufﬁcient for the purpose.
The target measurement range for the ADC corresponds to the ±3σ deviation range of the current sources with its middle code in the average of
the currents.
An example of the deviation measurement is described in Figure 4.27.
For simplicity, only 3-bit quantization is shown. Based on the deviation
from the reference, each of the current sources gets a ’Deviation Value’
(DV). If the unit current has an exceptionally large mismatch outside the
measurement range, it gets the maximum or minimum deviation value.

Figure 4.27. Error analysis

4.4.1.2

The algorithm

The simplest approach to ﬁnd the most effective pair combinations for
the two parallel MSB arrays is to sort the two arrays in ascending and
descending order based on the deviation values measured in the error
analysis phase. By then, below the middle input code, the negative deviations in the ’A’ matrix are compensated by the positive deviations in the
’B’ matrix. Above the middle code, compensation takes place in reverse
order. With the linear compensation, the accumulation of linearity errors
might still limit the INL performance. Therefore, in the proposed calibration, the sorting is brought one step further by randomizing the switching
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order after the ﬁrst sorting phase.
In contrast to analog calibration techniques, the beneﬁt of the proposed
calibration is that the largest mismatches are moved towards the maximum and minimum of the output voltage range. Therefore, the best precision for the converter is always achieved in the middle of the output
range, where the probability of the signal appearance is always highest.
This improves the linearity performance of the signals having complex
modulation and therefore high PAR.

Figure 4.28. First phase of the sorting algorithm

The ﬁrst phase of the switching order sorting algorithm is shown in
Figure 4.28. The ’Mapper Data’ (MD) includes the addresses to the ’Deviation Values’ (DV) that are used for the comparison. The MD data in
fact expresses the location of the conversion cells in the MSB arrays and
are used as the data to be uploaded to the mapper elements after the calibration is ready. During the sorting, two adjacent ’Deviation Values’ are
compared and in case the ﬁrst one has a larger value, their address locations in the ’Mapper Data’ are swapped. The ’Sorting Counter’ (SC) is
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Figure 4.29. Example of the algorithm progress

stepped by one, and the next two ’Deviation Values’ are compared. The
’Sorting Ready Counter’ (SRC) controls the algorithm progress and is reset every time the two ’Mapper Data’ locations are swapped. An example
of the sorting progress is presented in Figure 4.29. With the SC=7, the
’Deviation Values’ in addresses ’7’ and ’8’ are compared. As 3<7, their
addresses are swapped.
In order to avoid a wrong decision in the comparison of the ﬁrst and the
last values, their order is changed in the algorithm. When the ’Sorting
Ready Counter’ reaches its maximum value, all the cells are compared
without changes in their order and the algorithm is ready. For the second
array, the comparison in the algorithm is done in reversed order to sort
the addresses in descending order. After the ﬁrst phase of the switching
order, sorting the ’Deviation Values’ is no longer needed because only the
’Mapping Data’ is used for the second phase.
The ﬂowchart of the second phase is shown in Figure 4.30. The algorithm swaps every second address from the beginning to the end so
that the positive and negative errors alternate in the mapper data. The
progress of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4.31. When the algorithm
reaches the middle of the data, all swapping is done and the algorithm is
ready. The same process is run for both arrays. After the second phase of
the algorithm, the data is ready to be loaded to the mapper elements in
the converter.
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Figure 4.30. Second phase of the calibration algorithm

Figure 4.31. Cell randomizing

4.5

DAC implementation

The implemented test chip consists of the 14-bit D/A converter with current output, bias structures, and a serial data interface for the mapper
control. The current deviations are measured using external measurement equipment, and the calibration is run in MATLAB. The analog supply voltage for the chip is 2.5V, while all the digital functions are operating
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at 1.2V.

4.5.0.3

Converter core

The block diagram of the implemented DAC is shown in Figure 4.32. The
6-bit MSB sub-converter section is formed by the two parallel arrays with
63 conversion cells in each and the programmable mappers for setting
the switching order. The next 5 bits are converted with 31 thermometerdecoded conversion cells, with their unit current of 1/16th of the MSB
conversion cell current. The binary weighting of the 3 LSBs is formed by
connecting two- and four-unit elements in parallel for the LSB-1 and the
LSB-2. The current of the LSB unit conversion cell is 1/8th of the MID-cell
current. The thermometer decoder of the MID sub-converter and the LSB
control signal delays are balanced with additional synchronization stages
to match the latency of the mapper elements.

Figure 4.32. 14-bit DAC block diagram

In order to achieve 14-bit intrinsic accuracy without calibration for a
D/A converter, the MSB current sources would dominate the area. By
utilizing the proposed calibration, the matching requirement of the MSB
current sources is signiﬁcantly relaxed and the transistors with their gate
area of 80μm2 are used. The silicon area of the converter core, excluding
the bias structure and the mapper logic, is 0.35mm2 , which is considerably
smaller than the area of published DACs with the same resolution and
without calibration [33, 44].
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The schematic of the unit conversion cell is shown in Figure 4.33. As
with the 12-bit DAC presented in the previous section, the pass-transistor
synchronization circuitry is used for optimal balance of the complementary switch control waveforms to reduce the level of the even-order harmonic distortion in the output signal. The latch circuitry (M11, M12, M13,
M14) after the pass transistors (M1, M2) operates as a level shifter to
convert the complementary non-overlapping control signals into the 2.5V
domain. The inverted control signals cross close to the VDD for reduced
voltage ﬂuctuation in the common node of the switches. The current recovery time is minimized by utilizing small cascode transistors in the MSB
cells. The same conversion cell structure is used in all MSB, MID, and
LSB cells.

Figure 4.33. Unit conversion cell

4.5.0.4

Mapper

The most straightforward approach for the mapper implementation would
be to use Random Access Memory (RAM). This was considered to be nonoptimal in terms of speed and area, therefore custom mapper logic was
designed. In Figure 4.34 the functional block diagram of the MSB mapper
is shown. The mapper is divided into two stages, column and row banks,
which are separated with synchronization latches. The function of the
column banks is to provide the number of active conversion cells in the 8cell column for each of the input codes. The row banks control the actual
locations of the control signals in the conversion cell columns. Individual
mapper elements are used for both of the parallel MSB conversion cell
arrays.
The column mapper is formed with 64 4-bit memory cells. The schematic
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Figure 4.34. Mapper block diagram

of a single cell is shown in Figure 4.35. The mapping data is stored in the
cross-coupled inverter pair and is passed to the output when the input
signal is activated.

Figure 4.35. Column mapper cell

An example of the mapping progress is shown in Table 4.2, where the
left column deﬁnes the input code. The description of the progress is
shown in Table 4.3. The MSB of the 4-bit column bank data expresses
the column activity and that at least one of the cells in the column is
switched. With MSB=’0’, no cells are activated in the column.
The 4-bit data from the column mappers is synchronized and provided
for the row mappers. The thermometer decoder converts the 3 LSBs of the
data to 8 control signals for the row mappers, as illustrated in Figure 4.36.
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Table 4.2. Column mapping

Col1

Col2

Col3

Col4

Col5

Col6

Col7

Col8

0

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

1

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

2

1000

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

3

1001

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

4

1001

1000

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

5

1001

1000

1000

0XXX

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

6

...

62

...

63

1111

1111

1111

1111

1111

1111

1111

1110

Table 4.3. Active cells

Input code

Added cell

0

None

1

1st from the Col. 1

2

1st from the Col. 2

3

2nd from the Col. 1

4

1st from the Col. 3

5

1st from the Col. 5

The AND-gate logic enables the data passing to the mappers, depending
on the MSB of the column mapper data.

Figure 4.36. Block diagram of the column data decoder

The row mappers are formed with eight 8-bit memory cells, shown in
Figure 4.37. The memory element is formed with a cross-coupled inverter
pair that controls the passing of the data through the switches, depending
on the state of the memory cell. An example of the row mapping is shown
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Figure 4.37. Row mapper

in Table 4.4. A change in the input code always activates a new cell from
the conversion cell array. With the given example, the switching order of
the column is 1, 3, 7, 6, 2, 8, 5 and 4.
Table 4.4. Row mapping

Input

Decoded

Cell1

Cell2

Cell3

Cell4

Cell5

Cell6

Cell7

Cell8

1000

00000001

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1001

00000011

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1010

00000111

1

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

1011

00001111

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

1100

00011111

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

1101

00111111

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1110

01111111

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1111

11111111

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

The microphotograph of the implemented chip is shown in Figure 4.38.
The conversion cell array occupies 0.35mm2 and the mapper 0.21mm2 .
With the bias structure included, the active area of the D/A converter is
0.66mm2 . The PAD-limited silicon area of the test chip is 1.85mmx1.95mm =
3.6mm2 .

4.5.1

Experimental results

In order to demonstrate the potential of the proposed digital calibration
technique, a sample having the worst performance was chosen for the
evaluation. The measured DC linearity before the calibration is shown
in Figure 4.39. The switching order used in the measurement selects the
conversion cells in linear order without any spatial compensation. The
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Figure 4.38. Microphotograph of the implemented chip

measured DNL is 8.1 LSB and the INL is 7.4 LSB. In addition, one of
the MSB current sources deviates considerably more than the 3σ being
outside the normal mismatch deviation expected from the transistors. An
error of this magnitude would easily lead to disqualiﬁcation of the chip,
reducing the yield in mass production. Many of the analog calibration
techniques have few means to correct the mismatches that are out of their
calibration range.
In order to apply the calibration, the current deviations are analyzed.
For the analysis, each of the conversion cells were connected individually
to the output and the voltage in the external load resistor was measured.
For this, data enabling individual unit cell measurement was loaded to
the mapper elements. The data used for the column mapper is shown in
Table 4.5. Each of the input data codes activates only one cell in each of
the columns. Due to the functionality of the row mapper, re-programming
is necessary for each row to be measured.
Figure 4.40 shows the measured current values of both of the MSB
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Figure 4.39. Measured DC linearity before calibration
Table 4.5. Mapping for measurement

Col1

Col2

Col3

Col4

Col5

Col6

Col7

Col8

0

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

1

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

2

0XXX

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

3

0XXX

0XXX

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

4

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

5

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

1000

0XXX

0XXX

0XXX

6

...

conversion arrays. The large error in one of the current sources in the
second array is clearly visible.
For the algorithm running in MATLAB, 4-bit quantization is used for
the current deviations to correspond to an ADC with the same resolution.
Figure 4.41 shows the current values in the ﬁnal switching order after the
sorting algorithm.
After programming the mapper elements with the generated switching
order, the measured DC-linearity is shown in Figure 4.42. The large error
in the linearity curve still exists in the ﬁrst MSB cell transition as the
calibration cannot ﬁnd a complementary error to compensate for it. The
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Figure 4.40. Measured MSB unit currents in matrix A and B

Figure 4.41. Measured MSB unit currents in matrix A and B in their ﬁnal switching
order

measured DNL and INL for the full range signal are 7.3LSB and 8.6LSB,
respectively.
By limiting the signal range to be started after the ﬁrst MSB transition, from code 256 the inﬂuence of the large deviation is discarded. The
measured DC linearity with -0.3 dBFS voltage swing is shown in Figure
4.43. The measured DNL and INL are now 0.9 LSB and 1.5 LSB, respectively. By further limiting the voltage range, the relative accuracy can
be improved because the best linearity performance is always achieved in
the middle of the output range.
Figure 4.44 shows the measured spectrum after the calibration. The
signal frequency is 1.6 MHz with a 100 MSPS sample rate. With the
low signal frequency, the dynamic performance is in practice deﬁned by
the DC-linearity performance. The signal swing is limited to -0.5dBFS in
order to remove the impact of the large DC linearity error. The SFDR,
dominated by the 3rd order harmonic distortion is in the level of -83.5
dBc. The 10 Hz resolution bandwidth (RBW) was used in the spectrum
measurement to reduce the dynamic range limitation of the measurement
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Figure 4.42. Measured DC linearity after calibration

Figure 4.43. Calibrated DC linearity with -0.3 dBFS signal range

equipment in order to reveal the distortion components from the noise
ﬂoor. The measured dynamic performance demonstrates that with the
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proposed calibration technique, even a sample having bad intrinsic linearity can be used for the high accuracy signal conversion with a small
penalty of 0.5 dB signal swing reduction. The measured performance of
the converter is collected in Table 4.6.

Figure 4.44. Spectrum of the 1.6 MHz signal

Table 4.6. 14-bit DAC performance

Resolution

14Bit

Conversion rate

100MSPS

Output signal current

18.9mA

SFDR (-0.5dBFS 1.6MHz@100MSPS)

83.5dBc

INL (before calibration)

7.4LSB

DNL (before calibration)

8LSB

INL (after calibration, -0.3dBFS swing)

1.5LSB

DNL (after calibration, -0.3dBFS swing)

0.9LSB

Power consumption 2MHz@100MSPS

59mW
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5. Quadrature Modulator

The quadrature modulator performs the frequency translation and the
summing of the two baseband signals, in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase
(Q), which have a 90◦ phase difference. The output frequency of the modulator is either at the ﬁnal frequency or at an intermediate frequency, as
discussed in Chapter 3. Regardless of the number of up-conversion steps,
the in-band signal quality of the transmitted signal is in many aspects
deﬁned by the performance of the quadrature modulator. In this chapter,
the main characteristics of the quadrature modulation are discussed with
an implementation example.

5.1

IQ modulation

The functional block diagram of the IQ modulator is shown in Figure 5.1.
It consists of two mixers of which the outputs are summed together. With
a perfect 90◦ phase difference in the baseband and carrier signals, the
IQ modulator applies single-sideband (SSB) modulation, completely suppressing the unwanted sideband [18].

Figure 5.1. IQ modulator
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The output signal of the IQ modulator in Figure 5.1 can be written as:
OU T (t) = IBB (t) cos (ωLO t) − QBB (t) sin (ωLO t)

(5.1)

With the single tone baseband signals having a 90◦ phase difference,
the IBB (t) and QBB (t) are deﬁned by:
IBB = cos (ωBB t)

(5.2)

QBB = cos (ωBB t − 90◦ ) = sin (ωBB t)

(5.3)

Equation (5.1) can therefore be rewritten as follows:

OU T (t) = IBB (t) cos (ωLO t) − QBB (t) sin (ωLO t)
1
1
cos ((ωLO − ωBB ) t) + cos ((ωLO + ωBB ) t)
2
2
1
1
cos ((ωLO − ωBB ) t) − cos ((ωLO + ωBB ) t)
−
2
2
=

(5.4)

= cos ((ωLO + ωBB ) t)
Equation (5.4) deﬁnes the signal of an ideal SSB modulator with its
output frequency at ωLO + ωBB .

5.2

IQ modulation characteristics

In practical implementations, the quality of the transmitted signal is impacted by the non-idealities in the quadrature modulation. Mismatches
in the amplitude and the phase balance of the four input signals change
Equation (5.4) and generate unwanted spurious components in the output. In order to guarantee the signal reception with a sufﬁcient biterror rate (BER), the most important signal characteristics, limited by the
quadrature modulation, are deﬁned in the 3GPP speciﬁcations [15–17].

5.2.1

Non-ideal IQ modulation

In the presence of DC offset, phase and amplitude mismatch equations
(5.2) and (5.3) can be rewritten in the following form:
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IBB = G cos (ωBB t + φ) + VDC

(5.5)

QBB = cos (ωBB t − 90◦ ) = sin (ωBB t)

(5.6)
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where G is the gain mismatch, φ is the phase mismatch, and VDC is the
DC offset. In practice, the gain and the phase mismatch are a combination
of imperfections in both the baseband and the LO path. Here the errors
are included in the baseband signal for simplicity.
Using (5.5) and (5.6) in (5.4), the output signal equation can be rewritten in the form:

OU T (t) =
G cos (ωBB t + φ) cos (ωLO t) + VDC cos (ωLO t) − sin (ωBB t) sin (ωLO t)
1
(G cos (φ) − 1) cos ((ωLO − ωBB ) t)
2
(5.7)
1
+ (G cos (φ) + 1) cos ((ωLO + ωBB ) t)
2
1
1
− G sin (φ) sin ((ωLO − ωBB ) t) + G sin (φ) sin ((ωLO + ωBB ) t)
2
2
=

+VDC cos (ωLO t)
From Equation (5.7), three different frequency components can be separated: the desired signal at the frequency of ωLO + ωBB , the unwanted
signal located in ωLO −ωBB , and the LO leakage located in ωLO . The power
of the different components can be deﬁned by
Psignal =


1
G2 + 2G cos (φ) + 1
4

(5.8)


1
G2 − 2G cos (φ) + 1
4

Punwanted =

(5.9)

2
PLO = VDC

(5.10)

For suppression of the unwanted sideband, the image rejection ratio
(IRR) can be expressed as:

IRR = 10 log

Punwanted
Psignal




= 10 log

G2 − 2G cos (φ) + 1
G2 + 2G cos (φ) + 1


(5.11)

Equation (5.11) shows that the rejection of the unwanted sideband is
a function of the phase and the gain errors in the modulator. How the
different error sources can be identiﬁed from the transmitted signal will
be discussed in the following subsection.
For the LO leakage, the ratio between the signal and the carrier frequency component can be written as:
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LOLeakage = 10 log

PLO
Psignal




= 10 log

2
4VDC
2
G + 2G cos (φ) + 1


(5.12)

The DC offset component is therefore directly converted to the output
generating spurious component at the carrier frequency.
The spectrum implications of the non-ideal SSB modulation are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Non-ideal SSB modulation spectrum

5.2.2

Error vector magnitude

A comprehensive description of the transmitter performance is provided
by the error vector magnitude (EVM), which describes the root-mean square
(rms) deviations of the constellation symbols from their ideal points. This
is described in Figure 5.3. The error vector results from imperfections
in the transmitter chain, like the quadrature inaccuracies deﬁned in the
previous subsection, distortion and noise. Typically the EVM is expressed
in percentages without any information about the direction of the vector.
However, by observing the measured constellation diagram, the origin of
the error can be estimated.
The DC offset of the baseband signals is up-converted in the IQ modulator directly to the LO frequency as shown by Equation (5.7). As Figure
5.4 describes, the signal-independent frequency component generates a
constant error vector in the constellation diagram, shifting all of the symbols by the same amount. In practical implementations, the LO leakage is
a sum of the DC offsets and direct coupling of the LO signals to the modulator output. In order to compensate for the effect, several calibration
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Figure 5.3. Error vector magnitude

techniques have been introduced [26–28] where a compensation vector
with the opposite direction is injected into the baseband signal to cancel
the unwanted vector.

Figure 5.4. Inﬂuence of the LO leakage to the constellation

The demand for the calibration is emphasized in the systems having a
large output power range, like in WCDMA and LTE. With low power levels, the coupled carrier can dominate the EVM performance and limit the
accuracy of the power control loop, even though the power control would
be implemented completely in the RF domain [69]. By partitioning the
power control between the ABB and the RF blocks, the leakage problem
becomes more severe due to the changing signal amplitude in the baseband input and constant impairments in the IQ modulator.
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The amplitude and the phase errors described in Equation (5.11) manifest themselves with recognizable displacements of the constellation points,
as shown in Figure 5.5. The amplitude error shifts the constellation points
in parallel to the coordinate axis, as the two vector components have nonidentical lengths. If the phase difference between the vectors deviate from
90◦ the distance to the origin varies between the constellation points in
different quadrants, as the sum of the non-orthogonal vectors is not constant.

Figure 5.5. Amplitude (a) and phase (b) errors in QPSK constellation

The EVM degradations formed by the limited IRR performance can be
calibrated by using compensation vectors opposite to the error, as with the
LO leakage. The amplitude mismatch can be tuned with a gain control in
one of the signal branches, while the phase imbalance requires summing
of the opposite quadrature signal to compensate for the error.

5.2.3

Distortion

Even though typically the RF ampliﬁer stages after the IQ modulator
dominate the linearity performance of the transmitter, the mixers have a
signiﬁcant role in contributing to the distortion. With modern low voltage
CMOS technology, the small voltage margins reduce the headroom of the
analog baseband, compromising the signal linearity in order to maintain
a sufﬁcient signal-to-noise ratio.
The distortion of the transmitter chain is expressed by the adjacent
channel ratio (ACPR), which indicates the intermodulation distortion falling
to the channels next to the active channel. It is deﬁned as the ratio be-
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tween the channel power and the integrated noise of both the adjacent
channels, as described in Figure 5.6. Depending on the power control partitioning, the contribution of the different signal processing blocks to the
overall distortion can be estimated.
As with the EVM improvement techniques, by applying pre-distortion
where a compensation vector of the 3rd-order intermodulation is summed
to the signal, linearity performance can be improved [70, 71].

Figure 5.6. ACPR deﬁnition

5.3

Mixer topologies

The mixer topologies used in the IQ modulators can be divided into two
categories, active mixers and passive mixers. Active mixers have a biased
transconductance stage in the baseband input that is capable of introducing gain to the signal. Passive mixers, formed by voltage sampling
switches, do not have DC biasing, and therefore they don’t consume any
power. The drawback of passive mixers is the conversion gain, which is
always less than 0dB.

5.3.1

Gilbert mixer

The most common active mixer topology used in transmitter circuits is the
double-balanced Gilbert mixer [72], shown in Figure 5.7. The differential
baseband signal is connected to the gates of the transconductance stage
formed by the transistors M1 and M2 to perform the voltage-to-current
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Figure 5.7. Gilbert mixer

conversion. The differential current mode signal is fed to the switching
quad (M3-M6), controlled by the carrier signal to be up-converted to the
ﬁnal frequency. The RF-signal currents of both the I and Q mixers are
combined in the load to make the current-to-voltage conversion. Typically
the load of the Gilbert mixers is an LC resonator. As stacking several
transistors in the mixer limits the signal headroom at the output, the tail
current source used in the traditional mixer designs [35,73,74] is removed
by biasing the gm transistors M1 and M2 for the quiescent current generation. This is crucial for the linearity performance of low voltage designs
as the headroom is increased by the Vds of the tail current source.
Ideally, the even-order harmonics and the LO leakage are canceled
from the output signal by the double balanced structure, which is the
main beneﬁt of the Gilbert mixer topology. In practice, the mismatch between the gm transistors (M1 and M2) generates a difference in their DC
currents, which is eventually up-converted to the output producing the
carrier frequency component. Also, any deviation in the signal currents
between the I and Q mixers generates an amplitude imbalance that degrades the EVM performance and can be distinguished as the level of the
unwanted sideband in an SSB signal spectrum. The LO leakage and the
IRR are, however, an accumulation of all the mismatches in the analog
signal chains, not only in the IQ modulator.
The shape of the control waveforms for the LO switches (M3, M4, M5
and M6) have a signiﬁcant role in deﬁning the mixers’ noise and conver-
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sion gain behavior [75–77]. The contribution of the LO switches to the
overall noise is reduced by shortening the time when both of the switches
are simultaneously on. This is achieved by using square wave LO signals
with fast transition times. As the conversion gain depends also on the onperiod of the switches the square wave provides optimal control signals
in respect to both the noise and the conversion gain performance. With
square wave LO signals having a 50% duty cycle, the voltage gain of the
mixer is given by Equation (5.13).
AV =

2
g m RL ,
π

(5.13)

where gm is the transconductance of the input transistor and RL is the
load resistance.
Due to the demanding SNR performance requirements of the cellular
transmitters the signal levels need to be maximized both in the analog
baseband and in the output of the IQ modulator. This settles the gain to be
typically in the range of 0dB. The upper bound of the output signal swing
is in practice limited by the voltage headroom of the stacked devices in
the mixer. As the linearity of the gm stage is proportional to the quiescent
current of the transistor, it can be improved at the price of higher current
consumption. However, the increase in the bias current also affects the
noise performance of the mixer, as the thermal noise is proportional to
the gm of the transistor, as shown in Equation (5.14) [78].
i2noise,th
Δf

= 4kT γgm ≈ 4kT γ

2Id
Vgs − VT

(5.14)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and γ is a
channel length dependent factor. With long-channel devices γ ≈ 2/3 increasing with short channel transistors to 2-3.
The trade-off between the linearity and the noise with low current consumption and sufﬁcient transistor matching practically sets the design
framework for the IQ modulator optimization for cellular and connectivity applications. With the decreasing voltage headroom of future CMOS
technologies, fulﬁlling the stringent performance targets with the Gilbert
mixer approach will become extremely challenging or even impossible.

5.3.2

Passive mixer

Recently [69, 79] the low voltage restrictions of the Gilbert mixer have
been avoided by introducing the passive mixer architecture for the IQ
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modulation in the cellular transmitters. The passive mixer, shown in Figure 5.8, consists of a transistor quad utilized for voltage sampling of the
baseband signal by the LO.

Figure 5.8. Passive voltage mixer

With only voltage sampling applied by the mixer, the stacking of the
devices as in the Gilbert mixer does not consume the inevitably limited
voltage headroom, making the passive mixer more suitable for low supply
voltage designs. In addition, the missing DC current and the gm stages
provide an advantage when aiming for high EVM performance and low
power consumption. The main drawback of the approach is, however, the
conversion loss resulting from the losses of the switches. The Ron resistance of the switches is also the main contributor of noise and can be
deﬁned by Equation (5.15) [79].
N 2 = 4 ∗ 4kT Ron ∗ D = 4kT Ron

(5.15)

where D is the LO duty cycle of 25%.
For the voltage sampling, non-overlapping 25% duty cycle LO signals
are required in order to avoid the case where two switches are simultaneously conducting and the signal would leak between the I and Q branches.
The generation of the 25% rail-to-rail control signals increases the current
consumption and potentially the phase noise of the LO branch, which will
have an impact on the overall performance of the transmitter.
The non-unilateral nature of the voltage sampling results low reverse
isolation for the mixer. This causes the load impedance of the mixer to be
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seen by the baseband circuitry through the frequency shifting. With an
LC resonator after the mixer, the last stage of the baseband signal chain
must be capable of driving the current to the low impedance load, which
inevitably increases the current consumption of the baseband circuitry.
The increased current consumption in the 25% duty cycle LO generation
and in the last stage of the analog baseband will have a signiﬁcant impact
on the power consumption budget of the whole transmitter and deteriorates the current consumption advantage of the passive mixer. Therefore,
the main beneﬁts of the passive IQ modulator over the active counterpart
are the better EVM and noise performance and its suitability for very low
supply voltage technologies.

5.4

Implemented wideband current mode transmitter in a 0.13μm
CMOS

In this section, a prototype of a wideband transmitter implemented in a
standard 1.2V/2.5V 0.13μm BiCMOS is presented [4]. The bipolar and
the 2.5V supply voltage options are used only in the PA driver, which is
not in the scope of this thesis. The speciﬁcations for the transmitter were
deﬁned in a system requirement proposal that was targeted for a radio
standard following the 3rd-generation cellular systems. The signal in the
proposal is a 2048 subcarrier OFDM with a 83.2 MHz channel bandwidth.
The output frequency range is 5.15 GHz - 5.725 GHz with time division
duplexing (TDD).
The block diagram of the implemented transmitter is shown in Figure
5.9. It consists of two high speed D/A converters, baseband ﬁlters, an
IQ modulator, an LO divider, and the PA driver. The common bias block
receives a 0.52V external reference voltage and provides bias currents for
all of the sub-blocks. The circuit blocks are controlled using a serial data
interface.
The wide signal bandwidth of the proposed system demands special
attention in the architectural choice in respect to the baseband ﬁltering.
With a voltage mode approach, the ﬁlter realization can potentially lead
to excessive current consumption in operation ampliﬁers due to their high
gain bandwidth (GBW) requirement [80]. Therefore, the current mode
approach is utilized. The low impedance level of the current mode ﬁlter
in conjunction with the high cut-off frequency results in an acceptable
capacitance area in the silicon realization, which is not the case for a
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Figure 5.9. Wideband transmitter block diagram

narrow band current mode ﬁlter.

5.4.1

Baseband circuits

The baseband signal chain is shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10. Baseband signal chain in the transmitter

The segmented 10-bit current steering D/A converter is divided into
two sub-converter blocks with a 6-bit thermometer-decoded MSB section
and a 4-bit LSB section with binary weighting. The binary weighting of
the LSBs is done by connecting the necessary number of unit conversion
cells in parallel to form the 2, 4, and 8 weightings. The beneﬁt of the
selected division strategy is to have only two types of conversion cells,
15 LSBs with their unit current of 1LSB and 63 MSBs with a weighting
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of 16 LSB. The high sample rate of 409.6 MSPS is utilized in order to
alleviate the requirements for the following baseband ﬁlter by pushing the
aliased signal replicas further away from its passband. The impact of the
increased sample rate to the current consumption of the DAC is negligible
compared to the excessive power and complexity saved in the ﬁlter. The
power consumption of the two DACs is 13.2 mW, which is dominated by
the 10 mA (5 mA in each converter) of signal currents.
The time division duplexing of the target system gives some relief to
the spur and noise speciﬁcations for the transmitter in contrast to FDD
because the uplink and the downlink share the same frequency band. This
directly reﬂects the ABB ﬁlter requirements, as in practice, the baseband
circuitry dominates the out-of-band emission. The noise ﬂoor speciﬁcation
for the transmitter is -126.5 dBc/Hz, which is well below the quantization
noise ﬂoor of a 10-bit DAC sampled with 409.6 MSPS (see Figure 4.7).
Therefore, the main task for the ﬁlter is to suppress the aliased signal
replicas at the sample clock frequency of 409.6 MHz.
The 3rd-order baseband ﬁlter is constructed with a current mode 2ndorder Sallen-Key ﬁlter stage and a passive RC. By using 400Ω resistors
in the passive RC in parallel with the load resistors of the DAC, only a
fraction of the signal current is steered to the ﬁlter chain, avoiding the
overloading of the active element in the Sallen-Key. The active element is
a second-generation negative current conveyor. All of the capacitors are
adjustable in order to adapt to process variations in the components and
to enable a narrow-band ﬁltering option. The C1 and C2 of the Sallen-Key
can be conﬁgured to values of 38-94 pF and 6-13 pF, respectively. With
the nominal capacitor values of C1 =50 pF and C2 =10 pF, Equation (5.16)
gives the cut-off frequency of 71 MHz for the Sallen-Key.
ω0 = 2πf0 = √

1
R1 R2 C 1 C 2

(5.16)

The RC ﬁlter is designed for a lower cut-off frequency in order to compensate for the peaking of the active ﬁlter and therefore to ﬂatten the inband response. With the nominal capacitor value of CRC =16 pF (tuning
range 12-26 pF), the two ﬁlter blocks in series results the cut-off frequency
of approximately 55 MHz for the baseband signal chain. The combined
power consumption of the I and Q ﬁlters is 18 mW.
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5.4.2

IQ modulator

The mixer topology used in the IQ modulator is shown in Figure 5.11. The
difference from the conventional Gilbert mixer is the current mode interface from the baseband where the signal is driven directly to the mixer
load through the commutating switching quad. By maintaining the signal
in the current mode, the voltage-to-current conversion of the transconductance stage is avoided, which improves the linearity of the conventional
approach. The load of the IQ modulator matches the interface between
the mixers and the PA driver, with the resonator formed by the inductor
with the value of 2 nH, a differential resistor of 1kΩ, and two capacitors with a value of 0.35 pF. The power consumption of the IQ modulator
formed by the two mixers is 23 mW. The LO buffers consume 24 mW and
the divide-by-two consumes 23 mW.

Figure 5.11. Mixer topology

The layout of the implemented transmitter chip is shown in Figure
5.12. The total silicon area is 5.25mm2 , which in practice is limited by the
IO ring. The area occupied by the functional blocks is 2.15mm2 .

5.4.3

Experimental results

For the measurements, the prototype chip was soldered to an evaluation
printed circuit board (PCB). The differential output of the PA driver was
converted to single-ended by an external surface-mounted device (SMD)
balun that was soldered close to the chip to reduce the impact of the parasitics to the signal balance. For the 12 GHz differential LO input, an
external balun module was used.
The performance of the transmitter was evaluated by feeding the two
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Figure 5.12. Layout of the implemented chip

10-bit digital signal vectors to the D/A converters using an external pattern generator. The target sample rate of 409.6 MSPS was reduced by half
due to the limitations in the interface between the chip and the pattern
generator. Therefore, the full-path measurements with OFDM signals
were done with the 204.8 MSPS data rate.

5.4.3.1

CW performance

In order to evaluate the performance of the DAC its outputs were disconnected from the ﬁlter and redirected to test outputs. Figure 5.13 shows
the measured spectrum of a 34.1 MHz full-scale sine wave with a sample rate of 200 MSPS. The measured SFDR is -65 dBc and is limited by
2nd-order distortion. The 3rd-order distortion is on the level of -68 dBc.
For the baseband ﬁlter evaluation, a digital CW signal with the frequency of 0.44*fsample was fed to the input of the DAC, and the sample
clock was swept from 5 MHz to 340 MHz. With the constant oversampling ratio, the inﬂuence of the SINC to the ﬁlter response is avoided.
The frequency response was measured at the output of the PA driver and
is shown in Figure 5.14.
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Figure 5.13. Spectrum of the 34.1 MHz signal at the output of the DAC

Figure 5.14. Baseband ﬁlter response

A single sideband spectrum for the full-scale 34.1 MHz sine wave with
the carrier frequency of 4.25 GHz is shown in Figure 5.15. The measured
LO leakage and the IRR for the signal are -36.3 dBc and -46.6 dBc, respectively. As the highest distortion component in the level of -50 dBc is an
even-order harmonic, it indicates that the imbalance in the differential
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signal chain is the dominant source for the nonlinearity. The 3rd-order
intermodulation distortion component is on the level of -56.3 dBc.

Figure 5.15. SSB spectrum of the 34.1 MHz full-scale sine wave with 4.25 GHz carrier
frequency

The LO leakage and the IRR for the output frequencies of 3.5 GHz 5.75 GHz are shown in Figure 5.16. The divider reaches its functional
upper limit at a frequency of 11.5 GHz, which causes the performance of
the transmitter to collapse above 5.75 GHz. Within the target frequency
range, the LO leakage stays below -32 dBc and the IRR stays below -29
dBc.

5.4.3.2

OFDM performance

In order to characterize the transmitter with the target signal, 2048 carrier OFDM modulated data vectors were fed to the DACs. Figure 5.17
shows the ACPR measurement for the 83.2 MHz signal with the carrier
frequency of 5 GHz and the channel power of -4.8 dBm (2dB of cable losses
reduced). The ACPR for the ﬁrst adjacent channels is -47.4 dBc. The performance of the alternate channels is limited by the aliased signal replicas
due to the reduced data rate of the chip interface, thus performance better
than the measured -48.6 dBc is achievable with the target sample rate of
409.6 MSPS.
For the EVM performance evaluation, 64 carrier WLAN OFDM data
vectors were used because the analysis of the 2048 carrier OFDM sig-
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Figure 5.16. LO leakage and IRR vs. output frequency

Figure 5.17. ACPR of the 2048 carrier -4.7dBm OFDM signal

nal was limited by the measurement equipment that was available. The
bandwidth of the WLAN signal is signiﬁcantly narrower than that of the
proposed system but expresses well the accuracy of the implemented IQ
modulator. The measurements with the WLAN signal are shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. With the 2dB of cable losses deducted, the out-
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put power is -0.9 dBm at the carrier frequency of 5 GHz. The EVM is less
than 1%, corresponding to -40.4 dBc. This correlates well with the IRR
performance at 5 GHz, shown in Figure 5.16.

Figure 5.18. ACPR of the 20MHz -0.9dBm WLAN signal

Figure 5.19. EVM of the 20MHz -0.9dBm WLAN signal

The key performance parameters of the implemented transmitter chip
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are collected in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Transmitter performance

Technology

0.13μm BiCMOS

Power Supply Vdd

1.2V (2.5V for PA-driver)

TX Output compression point

4.9dBm

LO-leakage

<-32dBc

TX Image rejection

<-29dBc

Area

5.25mm2

TX Current 1.2V/TX PA-driver

61/30mA

current 2.5V
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In this chapter a transmitter architecture that combines the functionality of the D/A converter and the IQ modulator is introduced. With the
proposed direct-digital RF modulator (DDRM) architecture, the analog
circuit blocks preceding the PA can be reduced into one by applying the
D/A conversion directly to the ﬁnal frequency by utilizing a new digitalto-RF converter topology. The functionality of the proposed architecture is
described in more detail in the following sub-sections and demonstrated
with a prototype chip implementation.

6.1

Digital-to-RF converter

As described in Chapter 4, the conventional current steering D/A converter is constructed by a set of parallel conversion cells that steer constant currents between the complementary outputs generating digitally
modulated current pulses. The output signal is formed by summing the
modulated currents of the unit cells. As in a Gilbert mixer, a constant
current is modulated by both the analog baseband and the LO signals to
form the up-converted RF signal, as discussed in Chapter 5. In the proposed digital-to-RF converter (DRFC) architecture, the conversion cells of
the conventional D/A converter are modiﬁed by adding a parallel current
branch, as described in Figure 6.1, and steering the current between the
two branches by the LO. Therefore, the constant current is modulated by
both the LO and the digital control signal to form the digitally modulated
current pulses at the carrier frequency. (See the waveforms in Figure 6.1.)
By constructing the converter with the modiﬁed conversion cells, as
in Figure 6.2, the D/A conversion and the up-conversion are applied for
each of the unit digital signals individually. Similarly to the baseband
converter counterpart, the output is formed by summing the unit currents
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Figure 6.1. Unit conversion cell modiﬁcation

at the output, with the exception that the signal is converted directly to
the ﬁnal frequency. The cell modiﬁcation for the merged functionality
has only a minor inﬂuence on the complexity of the converter, with only
switches of the parallel current branch and buffering for the LO signals
added. The DRFC can therefore provide an area and current efﬁcient
approach for the RF signal generation with the design efforts comparable
to the conventional baseband DAC. The distribution of the LO signals,
however, demands more attention in the layout design in contrast to the
analog mixer because tens of parallel conversion cells must be accurately
synchronized.
The D/A conversion and the up-conversion operate as separate functions even though applied simultaneously in the converter. Therefore the
performance constraints of the D/A conversion follow the impairments
discussed in Chapter 4. The digital mixing applied for the up-conversion
instead reduces the impairments related to the analog mixers discussed in
Chapter 5 due to the missing transconductance stage. Also, the inﬂuence
of the mismatches and the linearity-noise trade-off in the baseband circuit blocks is eliminated because the analog baseband does not exist. The
absence of the analog baseband is an advantage for the topology since
the CMOS scaling decreases the already restricted voltage headroom of
the analog signal processing. In traditional transmitter architectures, the
baseband ﬁltering occupies a signiﬁcant share of the silicon area. This
comes from the fact that the upper bound of the noise generated by the
resistors limits the minimum size of the capacitors. Too large resistors
would determine the thermal noise performance of the transmitter because it would be dominated by the contribution of the resistors in the
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Figure 6.2. Digital-to-RF converter

last ﬁlter stage. In addition, the ﬁlter must conform to the different radio
standards and be stable over PVT (Process-Voltage-Temperature) variation. The conﬁgurability and the calibration increase the complexity and
the area of the ﬁlter. Therefore, the absence of the ﬁlter is highly preferred
in order to obtain a compact and robust transmitter architecture. It is also
fair to mention that the analog baseband ﬁlters inﬂuence the noise performance of the transmitter and can be the dominant noise source in the
traditional architectures.
The analog baseband ﬁltering has two main functions in the signal
chain: to attenuate the D/A conversion replicas located in the multiples
of the sample rate and to suppress the quantization noise determined by
the resolution of the DAC. With the proposed converter topology, the missing analog baseband prevents the use of the ﬁlter. Therefore, a different
approach is taken.

6.1.1

D/A conversion replicas

As with the conventional DAC, the D/A conversion of the DRFC applies
the zero-order-hold (ZOH) for the signal. Thus the output signal follows
the SINC response with notches at the multiples of the sample frequency,
as described in Figure 6.3. Despite the output of the DRFC being in RF,
the D/A conversion is carried out for the baseband signal, and the SINC
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Figure 6.3. SINC response

response is centered at the carrier frequency locating the aliased replicas in the notches. As deﬁned by Equation (4.8), the SINC attenuation
of the signal replicas increases along with the oversampling ratio of the
converter. The higher sampling rate, however, requires more interpolation steps, increasing the complexity and the power consumption in the
digital domain. Moving the ﬁltering partly into the robust digital domain
at the cost of increased digital power consumption is still a minor penalty
for the removal of the challenging and large analog functions. Also, unlike
its analog counterpart, CMOS technology scaling provides relief to the designing of the high-speed ﬁlters for the multi-standard applications with
even lower power consumption.
Along with the SINC response, Figure 6.3 shows the attenuation of
the D/A conversion replicas with the oversampling ratios of 10, 100, and
1000. For a WCDMA signal, with its bandwidth of 3.84 MHz (1.92 MHz
baseband frequency) and sampling rate of 192 MSPS, the dominant signal
replica is on the level of -40 dBc. The signiﬁcantly narrower bandwidth
of the GSM/EDGE signal provides more than 70 dB of attenuation with
the sampling rate of 300 MSPS. For the proposed converter topology, the
300 MSPS sampling speed is relatively easy to obtain and requires only
moderate design efforts.
With the SINC response of the DRFC centered on the carrier frequency,
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the repeating of the replicas causes the negative image of the spectrum to
fold to the positive spectrum by the replica components of N ∗ fsample >
fcarrier . Unless the ratio between the carrier and the sampling frequency
is carefully chosen, the aliased replicas might fall into critical frequencies,
like its own RX of an FDD system destroying the receiver sensitivity. The
effect of the aliased replicas can be alleviated by utilizing a fractional
sample rate converter in the digital interpolation chain and utilizing an
integer ratio between the carrier and the sampling frequency [81–83]. By
then, the aliased replicas overlap the direct multiples of the sample rate.
This is described in Figure 6.4.
In addition to the SINC response, the bandpass nature of the RF signal
chain and the duplexers of the FDD systems provide additional attenuation to the signal replicas.

Figure 6.4. Folding of the signal replicas

6.1.1.1

Semi-digital interpolation

In order to attenuate the digital replicas already in the D/A conversion,
semi-digital interpolation can be utilized [13, 84]. The interpolation of the
output signal between the sample clock period is applied by dividing the
converter core into two or more sub-converter blocks that change their
output with evenly delayed sample clocks. Figure 6.5 shows a converter
with the interpolation factor of two. With the delay of d = 1/2tclk , half
of the converter is sampled with a clock having 180◦ phase shift. As described in the signal waveforms in Figure 6.6, the phase shifted sampling
generates output transitions with effectively two times the input sampling frequency. This reduces the level of the ﬁrst digital replica located
in fsample .
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Figure 6.5. Converter with semi-digital interpolation function

Figure 6.6. Signal ﬂow chart for the interpolation

6.1.2

Quantization noise

In contrast to the conventional transmitter architectures, the quantization noise of the DRFC is converted as unﬁltered directly to the RF. The
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trend in the cellular transmitters has been in removing the expensive
RF SAW ﬁlters between the PA and its preceding stage, resulting in very
stringent noise performance requirement for the transmitter [27,85]. This
sets the most challenging performance target for the DRFC, as the quantization noise must be well below the speciﬁcation deﬁned in Chapter 2.
For a DRFC the quantization noise with a full-scale sine wave in dBc/Hz
is deﬁned by (6.1).

Nq = 10 log

10

SN DR
10



fsample
2

(6.1)

Where SNDR is the integrated noise in the ﬁrst Nyquist zone, deﬁned
by the effective resolution and fsample is the sampling rate of the D/A conversion. Ideally, each added bit lowers the quantization noise by 6dB and
doubling the sample rate reduces it by 3dB. The equation can therefore
be used for determining the target effective number of bits for the converter with any given noise speciﬁcation. Equation (6.1) provides the SNR
for the peak power of the signal. With non-constant envelope signals,
the SNR is reduced by its PAR when referring to the integrated channel
power.
The quantization noise of the DRFC is mainly determined by the amplitude accuracy of the D/A conversion. This comes from the fact that
the conversion is applied for a relatively low frequency signal and the
impact of the dynamic impairments (discussed in Chapter 4) have less
inﬂuence [64]. Also, like with the baseband D/A converter, the effective
resolution requirement of better than 12-bits might necessitate DC linearity calibration or there will be a risk of compromising the dynamic
performance due to excessive complexity in the converter core. The noise
speciﬁcation is, however, deﬁned as absolute noise being the most stringent with the highest signal power and relaxes when the power is reduced.
As both the signal power and the current source matching is a function of
the gate overdrive voltage Vgs −VT , the best noise performance is achieved
with the signal power maximized. In addition, for narrow band signals,
the uneven distribution of the DC nonlinearity raises the quantization
noise only in the range close to the signal (as explained in Chapter 4.2.5),
leaving the RX band almost intact by the mismatch.
For the WCDMA systems, the requirement for the transmitter noise at
the reception band is below -150 dBc/Hz in order not to desensitize the
receiver by more than 1 dB, as deﬁned in Chapter 2. The PAR of 3.4 dB
for the WCDMA signal leads to quantization noise of -153.4 dBc/Hz for
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a full-scale CW. In the case of the smallest duplexer spacing of 45 MHz
(Band 5), the SINC attenuation of the quantization noise, presented in
Figure 4.7, does not give any relief to the ENOB requirement. With equations (6.1) and (4.7), it can be seen that a DRFC with a sample rate of
307.2MSPS must have 11.6-bit effective resolution in order to meet the
noise target. For Band 1, the SINC response alleviates the requirement
by approximately 1 bit, due to the higher duplexer spacing of 190 MHz.
(See Figure 4.7.) In 2G systems, the small separation between the Tx
and the Rx bands, along with the more stringent noise speciﬁcation, demands even higher effective resolution from the converter. The noise ﬂoor
requirement also directly reﬂects the speciﬁcations of the digital interpolator in order to avoid the noise being limited by numeric inaccuracy in
the digital domain.
Even though the quantization noise typically limits performance, the
phase noise of the LO chain and the thermal noise of the current sources
contribute to the overall noise of the DRFC. With the 50% duty cycle
LO signals, the phase noise performance correlates with the conventional
Gilbert mixer approach. The thermal noise instead follows Equation (5.14),
as with the Gilbert mixer. However, with the DRFC the reduced gm requirement of the current sources alleviate the thermal noise contribution
in contrast to the Gilbert mixer, as typically long channel transistors are
utilized in the conversion cells.

6.1.2.1

Semi-digital FIR function

By dividing the converter core into M-number of parallel sub-converter
segments and delaying the data of the blocks as described in Figure 6.5,
the converter applies the semi-digital FIR function [14, 86, 87]. As deﬁned
by Equation 6.2, the embedded FIR functionality attenuates the quantization noise, with zeros located in the Nyquist zone of the converter.

H(Z) =

M


2−M Z −n .

(6.2)

n=0

6.1.3

Linearity

Similarly to the conventional DAC, the dynamic linearity of the DRFC is
inﬂuenced by the impairments discussed in Chapter 4, which can be divided into the timing-based and the current source modulation-based constrains. In the cellular and connectivity applications the D/A conversion is
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Figure 6.7. Converter with semi-digital FIR function

always applied for a signal with its frequency lower than 10 MHz, which
alleviates the timing accuracy requirements. Therefore, a moderate performance switch control logic can provide sufﬁcient accuracy for the D/A
conversion. For the LO switches, the synchronization plays a greater role,
as tens of parallel unit cells must switch simultaneously with the carrier
frequency. However, unlike with the sample clock buffers, the load of the
LO buffers does not have signal dependency, and the contribution to the
distortion is low. Also, any mismatch in the synchronization between the
cells having different weighting contributes mainly to the quantization
noise.
The frequency dependent output impedance of the current sources, deﬁned by Equation (4.9), instead decreases when the output frequency is
increased, regardless of the signal bandwidth. This is therefore the dominant distortion mechanism for the DRFC, especially with high signal
power levels. Even though the PA dominates the distortion performance
of the transmitter, the 33dBc ACPR speciﬁcation of the 3G and LTE systems alleviates the output impedance requirements of the DRFC, in contrast to the typical IM3 targets of conventional DACs. Also, the output
impedance of the unit current sources must scale with their weighting
factor in order to produce identical relative current modulation in all cells
in the converter. Deviation from this raises the quantization noise.
In the conventional D/A-converters, the output impedance of the current sources is increased by using one or more cascode transistors between the current source and the switches. This is also necessary for the
DRFC. To avoid an excessive number of stacked transistors to enable a
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low-voltage design, the LO switch transistors can share the function of
the cascode when located between the current source and the data switch
transistors, as shown in Figure 6.8. With the small-sized LO switch transistors (M2), the parasitic capacitance in the common node of the data
switches can be minimized in order to reduce the distortion originating
from their voltage ﬂuctuation. The voltage ﬂuctuation in the drain of the
current source transistor (M1) is instead dominated by the activity of the
LO switches (M2) and mainly generates the harmonics of the carrier frequency. In contrast to the Gilbert mixer, the direct coupling of the LO signals to the output is reduced by the additional cascode transistor formed
by the data switch (M3).

Figure 6.8. Data and LO switches in the DRFC conversion cell

6.2

Direct-digital RF modulator

In contrast to the conventional direct conversion transmitter described
in Chapter 3, the direct-digital RF modulator (shown in Figure 6.9) performs the same signal processing functions as its traditional counterpart
with only two DRFCs in the analog signal chain. Therefore, as the analog interfaces are identical with the conventional architecture, the DDRM
can directly replace the direct conversion transmitter shown in Figure 3.2
and provide a heavily simpliﬁed architecture that is robust over process
variations.
The absence of the analog baseband in the DDRM provides a significant advantage over the traditional analog IQ modulators as the mismatches in the baseband do not degrade the performance. The DC offset
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Figure 6.9. Direct-digital RF-modulator

component in equation (5.7) is VDC = 0, reducing the LO leakage Equation (5.12) to zero. The LO leakage of the transmitter therefore originates
only from the direct coupling of the LO signal. The potentially low LO
leakage alleviates the power control partitioning in the systems where a
large dynamic range is required, as all of the control can be implemented
in the DDRM.
As discussed in Chapter 5, the IRR performance of the IQ modulator
is a function of the amplitude and the phase accuracy in both the baseband and the quadrature LO signals. The phase accuracy of the digital
baseband can be considered ideal and neglected in the DDRM as no mismatch deviation occurs in the digital domain. Therefore, the impact for
the baseband component originates only from the amplitude matching,
which results from the mismatch between the biasing of the two DRFCs
as the unit current deviations are averaged by dozens of parallel transistors. The IRR is therefore dominated by the phase accuracy of the 90◦
shifted LO signals.
With the improvements in both the LO leakage and the IRR performance compared to the analog architectures, better EVM can be expected
from the DDRM-based transmitter.
Due to the high current driving capability into a low impedance load,
the DDRM can directly generate sufﬁcient signal power for the PA without the need for an additional ampliﬁer stage. With the absence of the ampliﬁer stage, which potentially degrades linearity performance and power
efﬁciency, better ACPR performance can be expected from the DDRM in
contrast to the traditional approach.
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The analog current consumption of the DDRM is dominated by the
current of the LO path and the signal current driven to the load. Due to
its low LO leakage, the power control of the DDRM can be implemented
by scaling the current of the converters without excessive degradation in
EVM performance. This reduces simultaneously the current consumption
of the modulator along with the signal power. With the low power levels,
the analog current consumption is therefore deﬁned by the circuit blocks
in the LO path.

6.3

Implemented 8-bit DDRM in a 0.13μm CMOS

In this section a prototype of a DDRM implemented in a standard 1.2V
0.13 μm 6-metal CMOS process is presented [6]. The focus for the design
was to demonstrate the functionality of the DDRM-based IQ modulator
architecture for the cellular and connectivity applications. Therefore, relatively low converter resolution was selected in order to avoid excessive
complexity. The block diagram of the implemented chip is shown in Figure 6.10. It consists of an IQ modulator constructed by two 8-bit DRFCs,
a divide-by-two for the 4 GHz LO, and an on-chip matching. The target
application for the implemented DDRM was Band I WCDMA, and thus
the output resonator was designed to have its center frequency at 1.95
GHz. It is constructed with a differential inductance of 4.1nH and parallel capacitors with their value of 3.35 pF. In order to demonstrate the
functionality of the DDRM with a wide frequency range, the Q value of
the resonator is lowered by parallel 50Ω resistors.
The external LO signal is connected to a divide-by-two circuitry, which
is a conventional source coupled logic (SCL) toggle ﬂip-ﬂop divider with
resistive loads [4]. The LO buffering for the converters is implemented
using two cascaded inverters for each of the four phases. The load of the
LO buffers is dominated by the parasitic capacitances of the LO-signal
distribution network because the gate load of the inverters in the conversion cells is small compared to the wiring parasitics.

6.3.1

8-bit DRFC

The block diagram of the 8-bit DRFC is shown in Figure 6.11. With 5+3
segmentation utilized in the converter, the MSB sub-converter is formed
by 31 unit conversion cells and a 5-to-31 thermometer decoder. The 3-bit
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Figure 6.10. 8-bit DDRM block diagram

binary weighted LSB sub-converter is constructed by connecting the necessary number of unit cells in parallel to form the weighting of 1, 2, and
4. The unit current of the LSB conversion cells is 1/8th of the MSB current. The latency of the thermometer decoder in the MSB sub-converter
is compensated by a chain of inverters for the LSB data signals in order
to synchronize the propagation delay between the two data paths. This
enables high sampling rates for the DRFC. In practice, however, the sampling frequency is limited to below 200 MSPS by the digital chip interface
and the maximum speed of the measurement equipment. In the layout,
the MSB matrix is divided into four segments to form the symmetrical
switching scheme, shown in Figure 6.11. The strategy in the spatial randomizing is to average the distance to the supply voltage common node
in order to reduce the systematic error caused by the resistive gradient
discussed in Chapter 4. With wide supply voltage rails and only 8-bit resolution, the DC linearity is expected to have low impact from the gradient
error. The main role for the randomization is therefore to compensate any
systematic synchronization errors in the LO distribution.
The biasing of the converter is implemented by separate diode-connected
transistors for the MSB (Mbias ) and the LSB (Lbias ) cells, located in each
side of the conversion cell array. The MSB and the LSB bias diodes get
their current from a PMOS transistor array, which is biased by an exter-
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Figure 6.11. 8-bit DRFC

nal reference current.
The schematic of the unit conversion cell is shown in Figure 6.12. The
same conversion cell is used for both the MSB and the LSB sub-converters
by biasing the LSB currents to 1/8th of the MSB current. The width of the
LO switches in the LSB cells is slightly reduced in order to balance the
LO synchronization between the MSB and the LSB cells. The digital input
is split into complementary signals that are synchronized with the latch
circuitry formed by the pass-transistors and the cross-coupled inverters.
Due to the low resolution, the requirements for the control waveforms for
the data switches are alleviated in contrast to the high performance D/A
converters presented in Chapter 4. Thus a simple switch control logic,
formed by only the latch and the two inverters, are used for the data
switches. In addition, the bandwidth of the target application WCDMA is
only 1.92MHz which eliminates the inﬂuence of the timing-based impairments to the D/A conversion.
With only 8-bit resolution and 5+3 segmentation, the matching requirement for the MSB current sources is 6.25% to guarantee the DNL
of 0.5 LSB. With this relatively relaxed matching target, the transistor
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Figure 6.12. Unit conversion cell

size of 20μmx1.6μm was selected for the current sources. This was estimated to provide sufﬁcient matching for the current sources with a wide
range of overdrive voltages. As the matching is a function of the overdrive
voltage, the best signal-to-noise ratio is achieved with the highest Vgs − VT
voltage when also the signal power is at its maximum.
As described in the previous subsections, the location of the LO switches
in the DRFC cell differs from the common practice used in the conventional double-balanced mixers to enable the optimization of the DRFC for
the D/A conversion function. For the LO switches, a gate voltage lower
than the supply voltage is preferred in order to keep the transistors in
saturation during their on-stage. This, on the other hand, would require
a limited output swing for the LO buffers, which easily compromises the
phase-noise performance of the LO chain. Therefore, a full supply voltage swing is used in the LO switch control waveforms, causing the switch
transistors to operate out of their saturation region.

6.3.2

The implemented chip

The microphotograph of the implemented chip is shown in Figure 6.13.
The total silicon area is 2.8mm2 , which is limited by the 44-cell IO ring.
The active area of the functional blocks is 0.7mm2 , where single converter
occupies 0.1mm2 , including 20 pF of decoupling capacitors in the digital
supply voltage. Separate PMOS bias arrays are used for the two converters in order to enable ﬁne-tuning their amplitude balance. In the measurements, however, the tuning was not utilized and the same reference
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Figure 6.13. Microphotograph of the implemented chip

current was used for both of the converters. The die is placed in a QFN44
package with an exposed ground pad in the middle. As the silicon area is
signiﬁcantly smaller than the area reserved for the chip in the package,
the bonding leads have a length of several millimeters. Therefore some of
the ground IO cells are bonded directly to the large ground pad in order
to reduce the ground inductance. Orthogonal direction for the LO input
and the RF output is used for reducing the direct coupling between the
two high-frequency signal lines.

6.3.3

Experimental results

All of the measurements were performed for a packaged chip placed in
a socket in an evaluation PCB. The outputs were AC-coupled to the 50Ω
cables by capacitors soldered into the PCB. In order to convert the differential output to a more suitable single ended for the measurement equipment, an external balun module was used. Similarly, the single-ended LO
signal from the signal generator was converted into differential by using
an external balun module. As the cable and balun losses are not extracted
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from the measured results, the power level is 1-2 dB higher than shown
in the screen captures of the measurement device.
During the measurements, an indication of a layout error in the supply
voltage metals of the LO buffers was found. An imbalance in the supply
voltage resistances between the I and Q LO buffers caused a signiﬁcant
imbalance in the quadrature LO signals, which ﬁnally reduced the IRR
performance of the modulator. Therefore, in the continuous wave (CW)
and the WCDMA measurements, a phase shifter was connected to the
other branch of the differential LO inputs to enable tuning of the quadrature phases by distorting the balance of the complementary signals. By
the tuning, the IRR inﬂuenced by the imbalance in the quadrature phases
was reduced. As the quadrature accuracy in the DDRM is only a function
of the phase accuracy in the LO chain, it was considered to have minor
impact on the evaluation of the proposed modulator concept. In the 8PSK
and WLAN measurements, the phase shifter was not used.

6.3.3.1

CW performance

A single sideband spectrum for a full-scale 1.5 MHz sine wave with 150
MSPS sample rate and 1.6 GHz carrier frequency is shown in Figure 6.14.
The highest output power was achieved with the carrier frequency of 1.6
GHz, which indicates that the resonance of the on-chip matching is shifted
down in frequency. The output signal level is -4.4 dBm, including 1 dB of
loss in the cables and in the balun. The measured LO leakage and the
IRR are below -44 dBc and -48 dBc, respectively. The highest distortion
component is on the level of -56 dBc. As the distortion is dominated by
the 2nd order harmonic of the baseband, it is most likely caused by the
imbalance in the differential switch control in the D/A conversion. The 56 dBc is, however, a satisfactory result for the 8-bit converters operating
at a 1.6 GHz output frequency. It was not possible to increase further the
output power from the measured -4.4 dBm by increasing the bias current
from the external reference. With the 3rd order distortion component being below -60 dBc, the output of the DDRM is clearly not yet compressed.
This indicates that the output power limitation is originating from the
saturation of the bias chain and not from the converter core.
The dynamic range of the power control is demonstrated in Figure 6.15
and Figure 6.16. The signal is a -8.4 dBm, 1.5 MHz full-scale sine wave
with a 150 MSPS sample rate and 1.9 GHz carrier frequency. Figure 6.16
shows the spectrum of the same signal with the power level reduced by
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Figure 6.14. SSB spectrum of the 1.5 MHz CW with 1.6 GHz carrier frequency

Figure 6.15. SSB spectrum of the 1.5 MHz CW with 1.9 GHz carrier frequency
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Figure 6.16. SSB spectrum of the -50dB 1.5 MHz CW with 1.9 GHz carrier frequency

46.7 dB. The power reduction is done by reducing the external reference
currents until the LO leakage is 0 dBc. With the low powers, the IRR performance is limited by the amplitude mismatch between the converters,
which is affected by the increased mismatch in the bias chain due to the
low gate voltage in the PMOS transistors.
The output power, LO-leakage, and the IRR of the DDRM with carrier
frequencies from 100 MHz to 2.6 GHz are shown in Figure 6.17. The
highest frequency for the DDRM was limited to 2.6 GHz by the operation
of the LO divider. The LO leakage and the IRR are below -40 dBc for
the frequencies up to 2.5 GHz. The IRR was, however, inﬂuenced by the
LO phase tuning used for the compensation of the layout error in the LO
chain.

6.3.3.2

WCDMA performance

In order to demonstrate the DDRM performance with a WCDMA signal,
digital I and Q data vectors with a sample rate of 122.88 MSPS were generated using MATLAB. The measured ACPR with the maximum output
power is shown in Figure 6.18. The carrier frequency is 1.95 GHz. The
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Figure 6.17. Signal power, LO leakage and IRR vs. output frequency

ACPR of -57 dBc with the channel power of -9 dBm is in practice limited
by the 8-bit resolution of the converters.
The measured EVM for a -9 dBm QPSK signal is shown in Figure 6.19.
The resulting EVM of less than 1% is in practice limited by the LO leakage
and the accuracy of the interpolated digital signal.
The wideband spectrum for the -9 dBm WCDMA signal is shown in
Figure 6.20. The dominant spurs are the ﬁrst SINC attenuated D/A conversion replicas located in fcarrier ±fclk . The level of the spurs corresponds
to the attenuation of 36 dB calculated by using Equation (4.8) because the
wideband response of the resonator has a small inﬂuence on the level of
the ﬁrst replicas. The spectrum of the ﬁrst D/A conversion replica located
at 2.02288 GHz is shown in Figure 6.21.
For Band I WCDMA, the duplexer distance is 190 MHz which falls in
the 3rd Nyquist zone of the converters sampled by the 122.88 MHz clock.
Therefore the SINC response alleviates the quantization noise compared
to the ﬁrst Nyquist zone located close to the signal. The measured noise
performance of the DDRM at the band I RX is -149 dBm/Hz with the -9
dBm WCDMA signal.
The current consumption of the DRFCs is dominated by the signal current driven to the load, which scales down with the signal power. The
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Figure 6.18. ACPR of the -9dBm WCDMA signal

Figure 6.19. EVM performance of the QPSK signal
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Figure 6.20. Wideband spectrum of the -9dBm WCDMA signal

Figure 6.21. Spectrum of the ﬁrst SINC notch
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power consumption of the digital logic is 0.36 mW and the LO chain with
the carrier frequency of 1.95 GHz consumes 21.8 mW. The total power
consumption of the prototype chip with different WCDMA output powers
is shown in Figure 6.22. At the maximum of -10 dBm, the power consumption is dominated by the signal current being 60mW. When scaling
the power down by 33 dB, the power consumption is dominated by the
LO chain being 23 mW. The highest probability of the WCDMA signal is
-10 dB from the maximum power, which provides an advantage for the
DDRM-based transmitter due to its scalability of the power consumption.

Figure 6.22. Power consumption vs. WCDMA channel power

6.3.3.3

EDGE performance

The 8-bit resolution of the implemented DDRM prototype is obviously insufﬁcient for the noise speciﬁcation of the 2G cellular systems because the
quantization noise below -162 dBc/Hz is required at only 20 MHz from the
signal. In addition, as shown in Figure 6.23, the spectrum emission mask
(SEM) limits are not fulﬁlled for a 910 MHz 8PSK modulated signal with
a 130 MSPS sample rate. Therefore, even though the EVM performance
of 1% (shown in Figure 6.24) is well on target, much higher resolution
is required in order to meet the 2G system speciﬁcations with a DDRM
based transmitter.
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Figure 6.23. Spectrum of the EDGE signal

Figure 6.24. EVM of the EDGE signal

6.3.3.4

WLAN performance

The advantage of the DDRMs modulation accuracy was demonstrated by
measuring the prototype circuit with an 802.11g OFDM WLAN signal.
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Figure 6.25 shows the measured SEM for the signal with a 160 MSPS
sample rate and the output frequency of 2.46 GHz. The channel power is
-23 dBm, which is attenuated approximately 5 dBs from the maximum by
the limited frequency response of the on-chip matching circuitry. Close to
the signal, the spectrum is below the limit, lines but due to the limited
sample rate of the converters, the ﬁrst D/A conversion replicas located at
160 MHz from the signal cross the limit line failing the measurement.
This, however, can be improved by increasing the sample rate of the converters.

Figure 6.25. Spectrum of the WLAN signal

The constellation diagram of the 64 QAM 802.11g signal is shown in
Figure 6.26 and the summary of the EVM measurement in Figure 6.27.
The EVM is less than 2%, being considerably less than the target speciﬁcation of 5.62%. This proves that the 8-bit resolution and the modulation
accuracy of the DDRM are also sufﬁcient for the signals having complex
modulation.
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Figure 6.26. Constellation diagram of the 64 QAM WLAN signal

Figure 6.27. EVM of the 64 QAM WLAN signal

6.3.3.5

Measurement summary

The key performance parameters of the implemented DDRM are collected
in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1. Performance of the implemented DDRM

Resolution

8-bit

Conversion rate

200MSPS

Output signal frequency range

0.1-2.6GHz

Peak signal power (@1.6GHz)

-5.5dBm

LO leakage (Within the operation range)

<-43.5dBc

Image rejection (Within the operation range)

<-39dBc

QPSK EVM @Pout,max

<1%

Noise ﬂoor @ RX band (190MHz)-10dBm WCDMA

-149dBm/Hz

Power consumption@-10dBm WCDMA

60.5mW

Power consumption@-43dBm WCDMA

23mW

8PSK EVM @Pout,max

1%

WLAN signal power @2.4GHz

-23dBm

WLAN EVM @Pout,max

1.77%

Supply voltage

1.2V

Process

0.13μm CMOS

Active area

0.7mm2

Total chip area

2.8mm2

6.4

Further discussions

The evaluation of the implemented DDRM demonstrates the capability of
the proposed modulator topology for fulﬁlling many of the requirements of
a multi-standard transmitter, even with only 8-bit resolution in the converters. Due to the reduced impairments impacting the performance of
the topology, the measured results match well with the expected design
targets. The low resolution, however, restricts the achievable noise performance, as it is limited by the unﬁltered quantization noise. Therefore,
in order to meet the noise speciﬁcations of the cellular systems, the resolution of the converters must be considerably higher. Also, the sampling
ratio needs to be increased for further noise reduction and for moving the
aliased signal replicas further away from the signal.
In the implemented prototype DDRM, the bias structures of the two
converters were separated to enable tuning of the amplitude balance between the two converters. During the evaluation this was found to be
unnecessary, as the matching was adequate with a wide range of signal
powers. In order to also improve the amplitude matching with a low power
range, the biasing of the converters must be shared. Also, the dynamic
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range of the bias structure needs to be increased in order to enable higher
signal powers.
In contrast to the up-converting D/A converter topologies published
[40,88] prior to the work presented in this thesis, the RF ﬁltering requirements are alleviated even though the noise of the proposed architecture is
still excessive for the presented applications. In DDRM, most of the quantization noise is distributed in the ﬁrst Nyquist zones and diminishes with
the SINC response when the offset is increased. With the ΣΔ and pulse
width modulation (PWM) approaches, the noise is shaped from the band
of interest providing the best SNR, with only small offsets from the signal. The out-of-band noise, however, requires dozens of dBs additional
RF ﬁltering in order to meet the noise speciﬁcations of a multi-standard
transmitter. This prevents the commercial competitiveness of the noiseshaping topologies because the ﬁlters would limit the ﬂexibility and increase the price of the transmitter excessively. Therefore, by increasing
the resolution of the DDRM for lower quantization noise, the need for
additional ﬁltering can be discarded, making the proposed architecture
competitive over the traditional analog direct conversion approach. This
is demonstrated in Table 6.2, where the modulator performance is compared to analog approaches published prior to the presented work.
Table 6.2. Performance comparison, DDRM vs. analog IQ modulators
Reference

Tech.

Pout

IRR

LO Leak

IM3

ACPR

Noise

Orsatti99 [25]

0.25μm

-17dBm

-31dBc

-50dBc

-57.8dBc

-

-142dBc/Hz(1

Power cons.
45mW

Sam01 [89]

Si BJT

-14dBm

-35dBc

-23dBc

-

-60dBc

-142dBc/Hz(1

175.5mW
67.5mW(3

Brenna04 [27]

0.13μm

+2.5dBm

-38dBc

-35dBc

-39dBc

-38dBc

-151dBc/Hz(2

Karthaus04 [90]

BJT

+6dBm

-42dBc

-32dBc

-40dBc

-

-153dBc/Hz(1

610mW

Tiiliharju04 [91]

0.13μm

-18dBm

-49dBc

-21dBc

-32dBc

-

-121dBc/Hz(1

63.8mW

Platz05 [92]

0.35μm

-2dBm

-

-

-

-59dBc

-155dBc/Hz(1

1.1W(3

0.13μm

-7dBm

-47dBc

-43.5dBc

-64dBc

-57dBc

-139dBc/Hz(2

60.5mW

Eloranta05 [6]
1) @20MHz
2) @190MHz

3) Including ABB ﬁlter
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7. Direct-digital RF modulator
transmitter

In this chapter, a proposal of a DDRM-based transmitter architecture
for multi-standard applications is presented. The architecture includes
only the DDRM, excluding any ﬁltering in the analog signal chain preceding the PA. The target application for the implemented transmitter
is WCDMA, but the performance against other standards is also demonstrated. For the target system, the performance of the prototype chip is
also evaluated with an external PA module.

7.1

System requirements

The main objective of the proposed transmitter architecture is to replace
the analog direct conversion counterpart without the need for any additional ﬁltering in the RF and still meet the multi-standard requirements
presented in Chapter 2. The in-band signal quality is already sufﬁcient
for most of the applications with the 8-bit implementation presented in
the previous chapter. The too-high noise ﬂoor, however, restricts the rejection of the ﬁltering in the RF. In practice, the quantization noise ﬂoor is
the most critical parameter for the modulator and deﬁnes the resolution
and the sampling rate for the implementation. The low-noise requirement
and the wide power control range of the WCDMA standard have the most
signiﬁcant impact on the modulator design, and thus the standard has
the main focus in the implementation of the prototype chip.
In order to fully utilize the advantage of the simpliﬁed transmitter architecture, all of the functions of the conventional direct conversion transmitter must be implemented in the DDRM. Therefore, the target output
power is approximately 0 dBm with more than 74 dB of power control.
By then, the need for an additional VGA after the DDRM can be avoided,
and the modulator can drive directly an external PA. In addition, with its
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signal-dependent power consumption, the DDRM beneﬁts from the probability distribution of the WCDMA signal power, as the maximum power
is rarely transmitted.
As deﬁned by Equation (2.4), by assuming 50 dBs of duplexer isolation,
the quantization noise of the DDRM must be below -150 dBc/Hz at the
receiver band during the FDD transmission. With the Band I duplexer
separation of 190 MHz, the quantization noise of an ideal full-scale CW
meets the target with 10-bit resolution and a sample rate of 307.2 MSPS,
as shown in Figure 4.7. By taking the limited frequency response of the
RF signal chain into account, the noise is assumed to meet the target also
with the modulated signal having its PAR of 3.4.
With the given sample rate, the dominant D/A conversion replica for
a WCDMA signal is below -44 dBc according to Equation (4.8). With the
GSM/EDGE signal, the SINC attenuation provides more than 70dBs of
reduction to the signal replicas, which is adequate to fulﬁll the more challenging SEM requirement of 2G systems.

7.2

Implemented DDRM transmitter in a 0.13μm CMOS

The prototype of the multimode DDRM transmitter (shown in Figure 7.1)
was implemented in a standard 1.2V 0.13μm 6-metal CMOS process [7,8].
It consists of the DDRM core built with two 10-bit DRFCs, bias circuitry
including the power control, LO divider, clock multiplier, and a digital
front-end. The on-chip interpolation of the sample rate from 38.4 MSPS
to 307.2 MSPS avoids the high-speed digital interface to the chip and provides compatibility with the baseband interface. The digital front-end
includes the ﬁltering of the aliased signal components in the multiples of
input sample rate.
The target frequency of the output resonator is 1.95 GHz for Band I
WCDMA, and it is formed by a differential inductance of 3.6nH and two
parallel capacitors and resistors with their value of 1.4 pF and 500Ω, respectively.
The external 4 GHz LO is divided by two with an SCL toggle ﬂip-ﬂop
divider with resistive loads. The dimensions of the last stage of the LO
buffers are in practice deﬁned by the parasitic load in the LO distribution network as the gate loads are negligible compared to the metal line
capacitances. The LO distribution has a signiﬁcant impact on the power
consumption of the LO buffers, which is a drawback in contrast to the
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Figure 7.1. Block diagram of the 10-bit DDRM transmitter

analog approaches. This, however, cannot be avoided due to the order of
the stacked transistors in the conversion cell, which favors the D/A conversion function.

7.2.1

10-bit DRFC

The block diagram of the implemented 10-bit DRFC is shown in Figure
7.2. The converter is divided into 6-bit MSB and 4-bit LSB sub-converters,
where both of them are thermometer-decoded. The unit current of the
LSB conversion cells is 1/16th of the MSB current. A similar symmetrical switching order as in the implementation described in the previous
chapter is utilized in order to reduce the inﬂuence of the gradients in the
layout. Both the MSB and the LSB sub-converters are biased with diodeconnected devices located in both sides of the conversion cell array.
The conversion cell topology is the same as in the 8-bit version presented in the previous chapter (see Figure 6.12), with the exception of the
increased size of the current source transistor to meet the more stringent
matching requirement. With the selected segmentation strategy and the
gate area of 128μm2 , the matching target presented in Figure 4.5b is met
with the overdrive voltage Vgs − VT of higher than 200 mV, which corresponds to approximately 5 mA of signal current from a single converter.
The 2 LSB INL for a 12-bit converter in Figure 4.5b corresponds to 0.5
LSB INL for the 10-bit converter with the presented segmentation. With
the current matching already met with the 5 mA signal current the DC
linearity is expected to be on target over a wide range of signal powers.
To prevent the DC linearity to be distorted with the highest signal powers
due to the supply voltage resistances, tree-like supply voltage distribution
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Figure 7.2. 10-bit DRFC

is utilized for the current sources.

7.2.2

Power control

The power control of the implemented DDRM is distributed between the
analog and the digital domains by controlling the bias current of the converters with 3dB steps and ﬁne-tuning the digital gain between the analog steps. The digital ﬁne control enables arbitrary gain step accuracy but
reduces the dynamic range of the digital signal by 3dB. This, however,
can be tolerated, as the absolute noise in dBm/Hz stays constant within
the 3dB control range even though the SNR is reduced. In the presented
prototype chip, the digital gain control was not implemented due to the
possibility of manipulating the input signal patterns for the necessary
signal dynamics.
The bias circuitry with the analog power control is shown in Figure
7.3. The PMOS bias DAC is formed by an array of unit cells that are
connected in parallel to form the binary weightings for the 7-bit control
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Figure 7.3. Bias circuitry

data. As the dB scale required is not practical for the bias DAC only 6
dB steps out of the 36 dB control range are utilized by activating only
one bit of the input word for each of the power steps. For the maximum
power, all of the input bits are activated and an additional LSB-sized unit
cell is connected along the others to generate the additional 6dB step.
The control range is extended to 42dB by dividing the number of diodeconnected transistors from 16 to 8, which increases the current of the
unit cells in the PMOS array by a factor of two. The 3dB control between
each of the 6dB steps is implemented by disconnecting the NMOS current
source transistor Q2 (see Figure 7.3) from the PMOS array input. With
√
the weighting factor of 1 : ( 2 − 1) between the transistors Q2 and Q1, the
removal of the Q2 from the bias current chain results in a 3dB difference
in output power. With the presented biasing strategy, 45 dB of analog
power control is implemented in the DDRM. Below the -48 dBFS power
levels, the control range can be further extended by reducing the external
voltage Vcontrol of the current reference circuitry.
As discussed in Chapter 6, the amplitude imbalance of the IQ signals in
the DDRM is deﬁned by the mismatch between the signal currents of the
two converters. With dozens of parallel conversion cells in the converter
core, the deviations in the unit current source transistors are averaged
in the combined output current, leaving the accuracy of the biasing the
dominant source of amplitude imbalance. Therefore, in the implemented
DDRM, the diode-connected NMOS transistors are distributed between
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the two converters and biased with shared MSB and LSB bias currents.
With the identical bias voltages between the two converters, the amplitude balance is well maintained through the whole power control range.

7.2.3

Clock multiplier

The 307.2 MHz sample clock for the digital front-end and the DDRM is
generated from the 38.4 MHz input clock by multiplying it by a factor
of eight, utilizing a delay-locked-loop structure presented in Figure 7.4.
The DLL circuitry is not within the subject matter of this thesis, but an
overview is given in order to clarify the functionality of the input data
resampling.
As described in Figure 7.4, the core of the DLL is formed by the delay
line and the phase detector. The delay line consists of 16 cascaded delay
elements that receive the control voltage from the phase detector for adjusting the clock signal propagation time through the delay element. The
phase detector instead receives the direct input clock and the clock propagated through the 16 elements and outputs the control voltage deﬁned
by the phase difference between the two clock signals. With the control
voltage stabilized, the propagation delay (D in Figure 7.4) of the delay
elements are exactly 1/16th of the 38.4 MHz input clock. The 16 evenly
delayed clock phases are collected by the OR gates to the latch logic to
generate the 307.2 MHz output clock with accurate phase-matching with
the 38.4 MHz input clock. This enables the resampling function (shown
in Figure 7.4), where the input data with the sample rate of 38.4 MSPS
is resampled to the higher clock domain simply by two cascaded ﬂip-ﬂops
operating in the different clock domains.

7.2.4

Digital Front-End

In contrast to a conventional DAC operating with 38.4 MSPS the functionality of the analog ﬁltering is partly moved to the digital domain by
utilizing the 307.2 MSPS sample rate for the DRFCs. As with the analog counterpart, the main functions for the digital ﬁlters are to suppress
the aliased signal replicas located in the multiples of the input sample
rate and to reduce the quantization noise limited by the lower clock domain. The re-sampling of the data to the higher clock domain by a factor
of eight potentially reduces the noise ﬂoor by 9 dB, which can be utilized
by ﬁltering in the digital domain.
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Figure 7.4. Clock multiplier

Due to the high sample rate of the digital ﬁlter, it is constructed by
cascading simple IIR and FIR ﬁlter blocks, as shown in Figure 7.5. Each of
the four IIR and four FIR blocks have separate delay (d) and divider ratio
(k) controls to enable ﬂexibility in the ﬁlter conﬁguration. The complexity
of the ﬁlter units is reduced by replacing the multiplications with a divideby-two operation that can be implemented by a signiﬁcantly simpler bit
shift operation.
The operation of the FIR blocks is to produce notches to the frequency
response in the multiples of the input sample rate to suppress the aliased
signal replicas. With the delay (d) value of two, the notches are located at
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Figure 7.5. Digital front-end

Figure 7.6. Frequency response of the DFE (black line), the IIR chain (blue line) and the
FIR chain (red line)

76.8 MHz, attenuating the second digital image. With d=4, the ﬁrst and
third images are suppressed by the notches. The frequency response of the
four FIR blocks with the delay values of [2, 2, 4, 4] is shown in Figure 7.6
by the red dash-dot line. The IIR blocks instead have a low-pass response
providing further ﬁltering for both the quantization noise and the signal
replicas. The frequency response of the four IIR blocks with the delays (d)
of [1, 1, 1, 1] and divider factor (k) of [1, 1, 1, 1] is shown in Figure 7.6
by the blue dashed line. The overall response of the digital front-end is
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shown by the solid line. The 3dB corner frequency of the ﬁlter is 9.6 MHz,
which will have an impact on the in-band response for wide-band signals
such as WLAN. A 4 dB deviation in the WLAN signal is, however, allowed
by the standard.

7.2.5

Implemented chip

The microphotograph of the implemented chip is shown in Figure 7.7. The
total silicon area is 4mm2 , where the active area of the analog functions
is 1mm2 . The area occupied by one DRFC (including the LO buffers) is
0.26mm2 . The large digital block of 0.6mm2 can be further shrunk by
removing unnecessary ﬂexibility implemented for testing purposes. The
die is placed in a QFN52 package with an exposed ground pad in the
center. Some of the ground bonding wires are connected directly to the
exposed ground pad in order to reduce ground inductance.

Figure 7.7. Microphotograph of the implemented chip

7.2.6

Experimental results

For the measurements, the prototype chip was soldered to an evaluation
PCB. The differential output was AC-coupled to the 50Ω cables with two
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capacitors soldered to the PCB, close to the chip. The differential outputs were converted to single-ended with an external balun module. For
the LO inputs, an external balun module was also utilized for the singleended to differential conversion. The cable and the balun losses of 1-2 dBs
are not extracted from the measured results shown by the screen captures
of the measurement equipment. For some of the WCDMA measurements,
an external commercially available PA module (Mitsubishi BA01212) was
used in order to evaluate the performance of the whole active signal chain
of the transmitter. The gain of the PA is 27dB at the maximum signal
levels. In order to evaluate properly the performance of the presented
transmitter concept, no ﬁlters were used in the signal chain. Therefore,
no duplex ﬁlter was used in the WCDMA evaluation.

7.2.6.1

CW performance

A single sideband spectrum for a 1.6 MHz full-scale with 1.9 GHz carrier
frequency is shown in Figure 7.8. The output power is +1.85 dBm with
1dB cable and balun losses taken into account. The measured LO-leakage
and IRR are -56 dBc and -43 dBc, respectively. The highest distortion
component is the 2nd (LO+2xBB) order harmonic of the baseband being
59 dB below the signal. The 3rd (LO-3xBB) order harmonic distortion
component is at the level of -68 dBc, which indicates that the output of the
DDRM is not even close to the compression, and potentially higher output
power can be generated with further optimization of the bias circuitry.
Also, the 3rd order counter-intermodulation (C-IM3) at the LO-3xBB is a
critical parameter in LTE transmitters with a limited number of resource
blocks deﬁning the linearity requirements for the circuit blocks. With
the measured -68 dBc of C-IM3, the proposed architecture can provide
excellent linearity performance also for the more challenging LTE signal.
The carrier frequency sweep for the 1.6 MHz CW signal with the LO
leakage, IRR, and distortion performance is shown in Figure 7.9. With
the target operation range of 1.71 GHz to 1.98 GHz, the LO leakage (blue
dashed line) and the distortion (green solid line) are both below -55 dBc.
The IRR (red dash-dot line) reaches its optimum at 1.2 GHz and reduces
with the higher frequencies. Within the target frequency range, the IRR
performance is below -38 dBc, which is adequate for the application.
The LO leakage, the IRR, and the distortion of the DDRM through
93 dBs of the power control range with 3dB steps are shown in Figure
7.10. The signal is the 1.6 MHz full-scale sine wave with 1.9 GHz carrier
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Figure 7.8. SSB spectrum of the 1.6MHz CW with 1.9GHz carrier frequency

Figure 7.9. Signal power, IRR, LO leakage and distortion vs. output frequency

frequency. The distortion stays below -50 dBc and the IRR stays below
-40 dBc over 60 dBs of the control range. The LO leakage reaches its level
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Figure 7.10. Signal, LO, image and distortion levels vs. power control

of direct feedthrough at -30 dBFS power levels, thus the DDRMs digitally
controlled bias reduction does not lower the carrier power further. Below
the -48 dBFS, the power control is extended by controlling the external
reference voltage Vcontrol of the bias circuitry, which also inﬂuences the
bias currents of the divider and the LO-buffers. With the reduced bias in
the LO path, the power of the LO signal is lowered inside the chip, which
decreases the direct coupling, thus the LO leakage at the low signal power
levels. The reduction of the biasing also provides the beneﬁt of lower
power consumption in the LO path.
In Figure 7.11, the accuracy of the 3 dB power control steps are shown.
The target step accuracy is 1 dB for each 3 dB steps, which is fulﬁlled
by the digital power control. The large deviation at -48 dBFS is caused
by the change in the power control strategy. Below -48 dBFS, the steps
are tuned manually and the accuracy measurement does not describe the
functionality of the implemented circuitry.

7.2.6.2

WCDMA performance

The output spectrum of a -2 dBm WCDMA signal with the digital ﬁlters
disabled is shown in Figure 7.12. In Figure 7.13, the same signal is measured (with the SEM limit line) with the digital front-end enabled. The
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Figure 7.11. Power control accuracy

remaining residue spurs result from the limited ﬁltering of the digital
replicas in the DFE. Also, the ﬁrst signal replica located at fout − fsample
crosses the limit lines due to the non-optimal RF response of the output
matching network.
The EVM of the -2 dBm WCDMA signal is shown in Figure 7.14. The
measured result of 1.1% is dominated by the accuracy of the digital ﬁlter
chain.
The measured noise ﬂoor at the receiver band for the -2 dBm WCDMA
(Band I) signal is shown in Figure 7.15. In the measurement, the sampling frequency of the DDRM is slightly increased in order to prevent
the residue digital replica of 5 x 38.4 MHz to fall partly in the RX band
with the case of 190 MHz duplexer spacing. By taking 1 dB of losses into
account, the measured quantization noise is -146 dBm/Hz, which equals
-144 dBc/Hz. With the PAR of 3.4 dB of the WCDMA signal extracted,
this corresponds to -147.4 dBc/Hz of quantization noise level for a fullscale CW. With the 3 dB of the load resonator attenuation taken into account, the measurement is 5-6 dBs from the ideal MATLAB estimation
presented in Figure 4.7.
The SEM measurement with and without the external PA is shown in
Figure 7.16. With the channel power of -2 dBm, the ACPR of the DDRM
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Figure 7.12. Wideband response of the -2dBm WCDMA signal with the digital ﬁlters
disabled

Figure 7.13. Wideband response of the -2dBm WCDMA signal with the digital ﬁlters
enabled
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Figure 7.14. EVM performance of the -2dBm WCDMA signal

Figure 7.15. Receiver band noise of the -2dBm WCDMA signal

is -58 dBc at 5 MHz offset and -61 dBc at 10 MHz, which correlates well
with the SSB measurement shown in Figure 7.8. At the output of the PA
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Figure 7.16. SEM measurement of the WCDMA signal with and without the PA

Figure 7.17. ACPR at the output of the PA vs. output power

and with +25 dBm of channel power, the ACPR is -41 dBc at 5 MHz offset
and -56 dBc at 10 MHz. In Figure 7.17, the ACPR is measured at the
output of the PA from the power levels of -50 dBm to +25 dBm.
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The measured noise at the RX band (Band I) with the output power
of +25 dBm is -125 dBm/Hz, which corresponds to -150 dBc/Hz. The 6
dB reduction in the relative noise compared to the output of the DDRM
results from the limited gain of the PA at the large offset from the band of
interest.
The measured EVM at the output of the PA is shown in Figure 7.18.
The EVM stays below 2% through the control range from -20 dBm to
+25 dBm. The exceptional EVM performance is expected, as discussed in
Chapter 6, leaving extensive margin to the system speciﬁcation of 17.5%.
In practice, below the signal powers of +20 dBm the performance is dominated by the limited in-band ﬂatness of the digital ﬁlter and in the range
of +20 dBm...+25 dBm by the linearity of the PA. With the power levels
below -30 dBm the LO leakage starts to dominate the EVM.

Figure 7.18. EVM of the WCDMA signal vs. output power

The exceptional modulation accuracy and the linearity enable the DDRM
to be used also for multicarrier conversion. This is demonstrated by generating I and Q signal vectors that combine the normal baseband signals
with digital IF signals. Figure 7.19 shows a WCDMA multicarrier signal
with two digital IF signals with their channel offsets of ±5 MHz from the
1.9 GHz center channel. The ACPR at 5 MHz offset from the outermost
channels is -51.3 dBc, which is limited by the reduced dynamics due to
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Figure 7.19. ACPR of the three carrier WCDMA signal

Figure 7.20. ACPR of the 10MHz offset two carrier WCDMA signal

the complex digital signal. The EVM of the center channel is 1.8%, while
the 1.3% EVM of both of the digital IF channels is limited by the IRR
performance, as the images of the opposite channels fall into their own
channel. This can be seen in Figure 7.20, where only one digital IF channel is present with a 10 MHz offset. The image of the IQ modulation is
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at the level of -38.5 dBc. The level of the unused channel between the
center channel and the digital IF is -54 dBc, where the 3 dB improvement
compared to the ACPR result of the three-carrier case is from the reduced
complexity and therefore by the increased dynamic range of the digital
vectors.

7.2.6.3

EDGE performance

In contrast to the 8-bit DDRM presented in the previous chapter, the 10bit converters are able to fulﬁll the SEM of an 8PSK modulated EDGE
signal, as shown in Figure 7.21. At 600 kHz from the 1.76 GHz carrier,
the margin to the limit is 5dB, being at the level of -65 dBc. The EVM
of 0.665% measured for the -0.2 dBm EDGE signal is shown in Figure
7.22. The time domain mask for the EDGE burst measurement is shown
in Figure 7.23. The power ramping is included in the digital signal.

Figure 7.21. SEM measurement of the -0.2dBm EDGE signal

The measured noise of the DDRM with the EDGE signal is shown in
Figure 7.24. With the offset of 20 MHz, the noise of -135 dBc/Hz is in
practice limited by the digital ﬁlters, as the frequency response was optimized for a WCDMA system. In addition, the 10-bit resolution is clearly
insufﬁcient for fulﬁlling the 2G noise speciﬁcation and an additional 2-3
bits in resolution are required for a multisystem DDRM.
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Figure 7.22. EVM of the -0.2dBm EDGE signal

Figure 7.23. Time domain measurement of the EDGE burst

7.2.6.4

WLAN performance

The SEM measurement for a 64QAM WLAN signal with a carrier frequency of 1.9 GHz is shown in Figure 7.25. The -9 dBm signal is well be-
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Figure 7.24. Receiver band noise of the -0.2dBm EDGE signal

Figure 7.25. SEM measurement of the -9dBm WLAN signal

low the limit line, but unlike that shown in the measurement, the 307.2
MHz signal replicas are still too high to fulﬁll the system speciﬁcation.
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Figure 7.26. In-band response of the WLAN signal

Figure 7.27. EVM of the -9dBm WLAN signal

This, however, can be improved by further increasing the sampling rate of
the DDRM. Due to the wide signal bandwidth, the digital interpolation ﬁl-
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ters distort the in-band response, which reduces the level of the outermost
carriers of the signal, as shown in the spectrum ﬂatness measurement in
Figure 7.26. As 4 dB of tolerance is allowed by the system speciﬁcation,
the EVM of the signal is not inﬂuenced by the limited in-band response.
The measured EVM is shown in Figure 7.27.

7.2.6.5

Measurement summary

The measured performance of the 10-bit DDRM transmitter is collected
in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1. 10-bit DDRM Performance

Resolution

10-bit

Conversion rate

307.2MSPS

Image rejection / LO-Leakage @ TxIC output

-43dBc / -56dBc

Dynamic range

>90dB

TxIC analog power consumption @

92mW / 46mW

(Full-scale / -43dBFS)
Digital power consumption

65mW

Supply voltage

1.2V

Process

0.13μm CMOS

Total chip area

4mm2
WCDMA @ TxIC output

WCDMA channel power @ TxIC output

-2dBm

Modulator ACPR @ 5MHz / 10MHz

-58dBc / -61dBc

RX band noise (190MHz) @ TxIC output

-146dBm/Hz

WCDMA @ PA output
RX band noise (190MHz) @ +25dBm

-125dBm/Hz

EVM (-20dBm - +25dBm)

<2%
EDGE

EDGE channel power @ TxIC output

-0.2dBm

EDGE EVM

0.7%

600kHz transmit mask

-65dBc

20MHz offset noise

-136dBm/Hz
WLAN

WLAN output power @ 1.9GHz

-9dBm

30MHz transmit mask

-55dBc

WLAN EVM

-37dB
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7.3

Comparison of different digital TX architectures

A comparison of the published digital TX implementations in chronological order is collected in Table 7.2. The core of the presented architectures can be divided into two main categories similar to the baseband
DACs: noise shaping and multi-bit converters. In the complete transmitter implementations published prior and several years after the work presented in this thesis, the converters are based only on the noise-shaping
approach [40, 81, 86–88, 93–98]. Thus, this work introduces the ﬁrst digital transmitter architecture with multi-bit digital-to-RF converters. In
contrast to the multi-bit approach, the drawback of the noise-shaping architectures for the direct RF conversion is the need for highly selective
ﬁltering in radio frequency to suppress the excessive out-of-band noise.
Therefore, very few of the architectures presented in the literature are
able to meet the stringent noise speciﬁcations for cellular transmitters.
Furthermore, any architecture claimed for GSM/EDGE/WCDMA/LTE application should always demonstrate their noise performance because it
is the most critical parameter for digital TX. In the multi-bit converter
approaches, the highest noise ﬂoor is always close to the signal and is
reduced when the offset is increased, thus the selectivity of the ﬁltering
after the modulator is alleviated. With adequate noise performance close
to the signal, sufﬁcient out-of-band noise performance is always provided.
This can be achieved with high resolution in the converter [82].
In the multi-bit RF converters published in 2007-2013, the main trend
has been in improving the efﬁciency of the WLAN transmitter by using
a digital envelope modulator in a polar architecture to provide sufﬁcient
power directly to the antenna. The beneﬁt of the approach is the reduced
power consumption in the output stage as the cell activation follows the
signal envelope. The published implementations [79,99–104] are typically
optimized for WLAN applications due to the signiﬁcantly easier noise
speciﬁcation. In practice however, the co-existence of the WLAN with cellular radios in portable devices increases the noise speciﬁcation due to the
limited antenna isolation between the different radios. The challenge of
the digitally modulated PA for WLAN application is the implementation
of the wide bandwidth phase modulation, which is excluded in most of the
published implementations among the reporting of the noise performance.
In the digital polar architecture presented in [82], quantization noise
is suppressed to an adequate level for the cellular speciﬁcations by using
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a 10-bit thermometer-decoded MSB sub-converter in the 14-bit converter
to reduce the inﬂuence of the transistor mismatch. The well-known challenge of the amplitude-phase delay balance is mitigated by the use of a
digital signal in both branches (AM and PM) and combining the two signal paths in the converter. Signals with a wider bandwidth than the presented WCDMA might still be too challenging for the digital phase modulator to extend the presented architecture for LTE or WLAN applications.
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173mW

Power consumption

Serious out of band noise

Note

Table 7.2. Digital Tx Comparison table

-

Tx + Sx

Serious out-of-band noise

RX/Out of band noise

36mW

Chapter 6

-

-

80.9mW

Serious out of band noise

EVM
-

-162dBc/Hz

122mW

60.5mW

ACPR
-69dBc(IM )

1.2%

-

-139dBc/Hz

Chapter 7

Noise ﬁltered with high-Q resonator

-75dBc(IM )

-22.6dBm(1)

-58dBc

-

0.9%

50mW

Only the output stage implemented

Pout

+6dBm

-57dB

<-82dBc/Hz

157mW

Only the output stage implemented

+19.6dBm(1)

BP ΣΔ
GSM/EDGE
-9dBm

-64.7dBc(IM )

-

-144dBc/Hz

316.4mW

-

Luschas 2004 [40]
Dig. Polar
WCDMA/Multi

-22.5dBm(1)

-44dBc(IM )

1.1%

-

Application

Staszewski 2005 [94, 95]
8-bit IQ
-

-5dBm(1)

-58dB

4.6%

PWM

Eloranta 2005 [6]
BP ΣΔ+FIR
-

-2dBm

-

Architecture

Taleie 2006 [86]
ΣΔ IQ
WCDMA/Multi

+13.6dBm

Year

Jerng 2006 [81]
10-bit IQ
WLAN

Wagh 2004 [88]

Eloranta 2007 [7, 8]
6-bit(AM) dig. Polar

Serious out of band noise

Noise minimum at ±500MHz

Kavousian 2007 [99, 100]

254mW

Only the output stage implemented

Noise ﬁltered with high-Q resonator

122mW

Only the output stage implemented

187mW
-

195mW

Only the output stage implemented

12.7mW

-

358mW

2.4%

-

705mW

-42.8dB

-

-

-74.7dB(IM )

2.7%

-

5%
2.6dBm

-

-

3.5%

-

-5.4dBm(1)

-

-55dBc
WLAN

+16.7dBm

-

Tx + Sx

HB EDGE results, Tx + Sx

-5dBm

ΣΔ FIR

-

+17dBm

126mW

-8dBm(1)

BP ΣΔ FIR

WLAN

+24.5dBm(1)

-155dBc/Hz

-

Pozgay 2008 [87]
8-bit(AM) dig. Polar

-

WLAN

2.5%

WLAN

Taleie 2008 [97]
8-bit(AM) dig. Polar

-

ΣΔ IQ

Collados 2008 [102]

10-bit(AM) dig. polar

+ 1dBm

6-bit(AM) dig. Polar

He 2008 [105]

GSM/EDGE

Zeijl 2007 [101]

Presti 2008 [103]

Dig. polar

Jerng 2007 [96]

Mehta 2010 [98]

Only the output stage implemented

Only the output stage implemented

710mW

45mW

58.7mW(DG09)

150mW

-148dBc/Hz

121mW

-160dB/Hz

-134dBc/Hz

512mW

4%
4.3%

-

149mW

3.8%
-35dBc

4%

-133dBc/Hz

-

4.7%

-149dBc/Hz

-49dBc
+5.8dBm

-

5%

5.6%

+6dBm

+14dBm

-

+20.3dBm
-

-8dBm

-

2G/3G
8-bit IQ FIR

WLAN

+18.8dBm

WLAN
8-bit(AM) dig. polar

WLAN/LTE

+13.5dBm

14-bit, Polar

Gaber 2011 [107]

9-bit IQ

BT

WLAN

SC 6-bit(AM) dig. Polar

Chowdhury 2011 [104]

13-bit IQ

Yoo 2011 [106]

Mohr 2012 [108]

10-bit (AM), dig. polar

Boos 2011 [82]

Lu 2013 [109]
Lai 2013 [110]
1) Peak power
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8. Conclusion

The focus of this thesis is to demonstrate the functionality of the proposed
Direct-Digital RF Modulator based transmitter architecture for cellular
and connectivity applications. A background understanding of the operation of the DDRM is provided by presenting the details of both of the
functionalities the D/A conversion and the IQ modulation, which are combined in the introduced architecture. The work is demonstrated with ﬁve
circuit implementations that all concentrate on different aspects related
to the DDRM. The ﬁrst D/A converter is optimized for dynamic performance, while the second is optimized for static accuracy by applying the
new digital calibration technique with low impact on the dynamic performance of the converter. The traditional current commutating IQ modulator is demonstrated with the wide-band direct conversion transmitter.
The circuit design techniques discussed in those examples provides the
means and the knowledge required for implementing the DDRM, which is
demonstrated by the IQ modulator constructed using the proposed multibit up-converting D/A converter topology. Finally, a complete transmitter
signal chain based on the DDRM is demonstrated in Chapter 7.
By the implemented transmitters, it was shown that even moderate
resolution converters can provide sufﬁcient in-band performance for cellular and connectivity applications, enabling the sought-after transmitter
architecture where the D/A conversion interface is in front of the PA. In
addition, due to its simplicity, the architecture is more tolerant to PVT
and mismatch variations than traditional transmitter topologies. With
sufﬁcient amplitude accuracy in the converter, whether it is achieved by
calibration or by design, all analog ﬁltering in the signal chain before the
PA can be removed.
As seen from the comparison table of the published digital Tx implementations, the main limitations of the concept is the unﬁltered quantiza-
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tion noise. However, the target is reachable, as demonstrated in [82]. The
DC linearity calibration technique presented in Chapter 4 is also suitable
for the DRFC, as the error compensation is applied in the digital domain,
providing the means to achieve sufﬁcient quantization noise performance.
In addition to the converter architecture, the digital interpolation ﬁlter
has a major role in the performance of the DDRM as it partly replaces the
functionality of the ABB ﬁlter. The DFE implemented in the transmitter
prototype was optimized for the ﬂexibility and therefore excessive area
and current consumption has resulted. With the more advanced implementation presented in [83] better efﬁciency is achieved for the interpolation ﬁlter targeting for an LTE application. With its fractional sample
rate converter and high output data rate, the digital replicas (including
the folded ones) do not generate additional spurs in the spectrum.
With the technology evolution of the nm-scale CMOS, the traditional
transmitter architectures face new challenges due to the reduced analog
headroom, making them unpractical in the long run. The silicon scaling favors the digital Tx architectures, as the increased speed improves
the timing accuracy and the digital signal processing. The research work
published after this work demonstrates the potential of the approach, encouraging to migrate the transmitter implementations to the more robust
mixed-signal domain.
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